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Abstract
In a dynamic model of cryptocurrencies and tokens, users hold tokens for transactions and
speculators hold tokens for returns. Speculation is procyclical, i.e., high in a bull and low in a
bear market. Speculators affect users via two opposing effects, adverse crowding-out and benign
liquidity provision, and their token investments are static substitutes but dynamic complements.
A dual token structure with a governance token and stablecoin attenuates the crowding-out
effect, harnesses speculator sentiment, and stimulates adoption. The model has empirical implications regarding cryptocurrency usage and speculation, and normative implications for the
optimal design of token-based or decentralized finance platforms.
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Many cryptocurrencies and tokens — such as Ether, Ada, or Solana — are intended to serve
as a means of payment on a token-based platform or within a decentralized finance ecosystem. At
the same time, cryptocurrencies and tokens have become notorious as speculative assets. The fact
that cryptocurrencies and tokens are held by both speculators and users raises several questions.
How do speculators affect the adoption and pricing of cryptocurrencies and tokens? What are the
potential conflicts of interest between speculators and users, and how to resolve them?
To address these and related questions, we analyze a dynamic model of a token-based platform that settles transactions among platform users with its native cryptocurrency (referred to as
“tokens”). Users hold tokens to transact on the platform, in that they derive a convenience yield
from holding tokens. Speculators representing financial investors trade tokens for returns (subject
to a short selling constraint) but do not transact on the platform and do not derive a convenience
yield. The benefits of transacting on the platform and token price increase with platform productivity capturing the general usefulness or technology of the platform. The growth rate of platform
productivity follows a Markov chain, and is high in “good times,” representing a bull market with
rapidly rising token price, and low or even negative in “bad times,” representing a bear market.
Crucially, users and speculators differ in their beliefs about the platform’s future growth, as captured by the latent transition probabilities of the Markov chain. Speculators dynamically update
their beliefs about transition probabilities and effectively extrapolate based on the past. In particular, when the growth rate increases or remains high, speculators become gradually more optimistic,
i.e., speculator sentiment rises. When the platform’s growth rate remains low, speculator optimism
and sentiment dwindle. In contrast, users do not extrapolate or update their beliefs, which could
capture overconfidence as in Scheinkman and Xiong (2003) or that users as the platform’s insiders
are informed about its fundamentals whereas the speculators as outside investors are not. Because
speculator sentiment varies over time, our model generates rich equilibrium dynamics that shed
light on the interactions between speculative trading, token pricing, and dynamic adoption.
The token price depends on both the transactional demand from users and the investments from
speculators. Speculators’ token investments increase with their sentiment, and so does token price.
Importantly, speculators affect users via two opposing effects, adverse crowding-out and benign
liquidity provision. When speculators buy tokens and drive up token price, expected token returns
decrease and users’ (opportunity) costs of holding tokens and transacting on the platform increase,
which crowds out usage. Due to this crowding-out effect, speculative investment and token usage
can be seen as static substitutes, consistent with the empirical findings in Silberholz and Wu (2021).
On the other hand, speculative investment also raises the resale option value of tokens in certain
states. For instance, when speculator sentiment is sufficiently high, speculators provide liquidity in

bad times and so dampen a token price crash following a regime shift that reduces the platform’s
growth rate. In particular, users can sell tokens after a token price drop at more favorable terms
precisely because speculators buy. This benign liquidity provision in bad times limits token price
risk, raises expected token returns, and stimulates adoption in good times. Symmetrically, the
fact that speculators acquire tokens (i.e., provide liquidity) also in future periods of high platform
growth (good times) boosts expected token returns and allows users to capitalize on platform
growth, which fosters adoption. As, in addition, speculators only buy tokens due to the prospect
of high future adoption, speculative and transactional token investments can be viewed as dynamic
complements. Our model predicts that due to the static substitutes and dynamic complements
features, the amount of speculative token investment correlates negatively with contemporaneous
token usage but positively with future token usage.
As speculation has two opposing effects on token usage and adoption, token usage is — all else
equal — lowest and token price volatility is highest when speculators’ sentiment and investment
take intermediate levels. To gain some intuition about this finding, consider a platform in its early
stages without track record so that speculator optimism about the platform is low and speculators
are unwilling to buy tokens. Then, the prospect that speculators buy tokens in the future boosts
prevailing expected token returns, leading to a relatively high level of adoption. Intuitively, the
presence of speculators helps early-stage platforms and tokens to gain adoption and to grow.
As platform adoption and token price increase over time, speculator sentiment (i.e., optimism)
gradually improves. When speculator sentiment exceeds a certain cutoff, speculators start to buy
tokens and, at first, the adverse crowding-out effect of rising speculative investment dominates.
The reason is that for intermediate levels of sentiment, speculative demand for tokens remains
fragile and, in particular, retreats following a negative shock, in that speculators do not provide
liquidity following a token price crash. Therefore, an increase in speculative investment then reduces
expected token returns and token usage, but increases token price and so the scope of a potential
token price drop. As a result, for intermediate levels of speculator sentiment and investment, token
price risk is high and usage is low, so tokens are mainly held as speculative asset.
When speculator sentiment and optimism are sufficiently high, speculative demand for tokens
is stable. Then, speculators continue to remain optimistic about the tokens even after a negative
shock and therefore provide liquidity following a regime shift causing the token price to drop. Under
these circumstances, the rise of speculative investment in good times also implies increased liquidity
provision in bad times, which reduces token price volatility and increases expected token returns
and adoption in good times. That is, the benign liquidity provision effect of speculators dominates
the crowding-out effect. As a result, for high levels of speculator sentiment and investment, tokens
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are relatively stable and to a relatively large extent held by users for transactions.
Consistent with empirical evidence in Liu and Tsyvinski (2021), speculative trading volume
and investment is procyclical and follows a boom and bust cycle, with high speculative trading
in bullish regimes and low speculative trading in bearish regimes. Speculative investment builds
up in a bull market with rising token price. In contrast, speculators wind down their positions in
bad times, limiting their liquidity provision in bad times. Upon a regime shift that ends a bull
market, token price crashes and speculative trading volume drops sharply, possibly to the point
that there is no more speculative trading. This bear market persists until the next regime shift in
which case speculation starts to build up again and the above cycle repeats. As speculative trading
is procyclical, it amplifies price volatility compared to a situation without speculators.
Our analysis also generates predictions on what types of tokens attract speculation and explains
why cryptocurrencies are particularly prone to speculation. We show that speculators tend to invest in platforms and tokens with high growth potential and uncertain (i.e., volatile) fundamentals,
such as the platform’s technology or the demand for the platform’s services or products. Because
uncertainty regarding cryptocurrency fundamentals is generally large compared to uncertainty regarding fundamentals of traditional assets (e.g., stocks), this finding rationalizes the high levels
of speculation in cryptocurrency markets. Notably, uncertainty regarding platform fundamentals
implies token price fluctuations and thus invites speculative trading, boosting token demand and
price. As, in addition, speculation tends to increase price volatility, our analysis suggests two-way
causality regarding the positive correlation between speculation and token price volatility (Silberholz and Wu, 2021). Because speculators provide valuable liquidity in cryptocurreny markets, a
high level of volatility in cryptocurrencies that invites speculative trading can actually increase
both adoption and token price, and so can be seen as a feature rather than a bug.
The model also delivers a life-cycle theory for cryptocurrencies, consisting of an initial growth
stage that is followed by a hype stage and eventually by a mature stage. In the growth stage, the
interest for tokens from financial investors and speculators is low, and demand for tokens stems
primarily from actual usage. This initial growth stage could represent the early years of cryptocurrencies and Bitcoin (e.g., before 2012) when cryptocurrencies and Bitcoin have been mostly
known to a tight community. The hype stage begins following continued growth in cryptocurrency
adoption. During this hype stage, speculators (e.g., retail investors) and, more broadly, financial
investors (such as VCs) start to invest in cryptocurrencies, which crowds out usage and exacerbates
price volatility. The hype stage characterized by high speculation may describe the current state
of cryptocurrency markets. Our analysis predicts that, provided sufficient and continued future
growth in adoption, cryptocurrencies eventually reach a mature stage which, compared with the
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hype stage, features lower price volatility and higher usage.
The adverse crowding-out effect arises because speculators compete with users for token ownership, thereby raising token price and the costs of using tokens for transactions. The benign liquidity
provision effect, in turn, increases the resale value of tokens and allows users to benefit from speculator sentiment and optimism. To mitigate the adverse crowding-out effect whilst harnessing the
benefits of speculator optimism, we then propose a dual token structure with two native tokens: i)
a price-stable transaction token (i.e., stablecoin) held by users for transactions and ii) a governance
(equity) token held by speculators (financial investors). Users are charged a transaction fee and the
governance token pays out revenues from transaction fees and stablecoin issuance as dividends. The
proceeds from governance token issuance are used to buy back (and burn) stablecoins to stabilize
their price. This dual token structure resembles the one of leading decentralized finance (DeFi)
platforms, such as Terra featuring the stablecoin Terra USD and the governance token Luna. Our
model accordingly has implications for the optimal design of such DeFi platforms.
Unbundling the investment and utility function of tokens, the dual token structure removes
the crowding-out effect speculators levy on users, harnesses speculator optimism, and therefore
stimulates platform adoption. Compared to a traditional token-based structure with a single token,
the dual token structure also increases platform dollar value, limits the speculators’ stake in the
platform, and stabilizes platform adoption and user base. These improvements brought about by
a dual token structure are sizeable only for platforms that attract substantial speculator interest
to begin with, such as platforms with high growth potential and uncertain fundamentals.
Crucially, a dual token structure is different to a fiat-based structure featuring dollars as the
transaction medium. When tokens serve as the platform transaction medium, the platform earns
payoff from issuing these tokens, that is, seigniorage. A fiat-based structure does not generate
seigniorage revenues. Seigniorage allows the platform to be profitable without i) charging users a
transaction fee or ii) adopting other monetization models that may harm users (such as exploiting
user/transaction data or putting advertisements). Compared to a fiat-based platform, the dual
token structure features lower transaction fees but achieves higher adoption and platform value.
Finally, to demonstrate how the presence of speculators generates conflicts of interest in platform
development and token design, we consider an extension in which the platform has access to an
investment technology that boosts the growth rate of productivity but hampers contemporaneous
platform transactions by reducing tokens’ convenience yield. To maximize its dollar value, the
platform chooses its investment to cater to the needs of the marginal token investor so as to
maximize token price. Hence, under the baseline token-based platform structure with one token,
the platform’s incentives are aligned with those of the marginal investor determining token price,
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which inevitably leads to conflicts of interest in the triangular relationship between the platform
(owners), its users, and speculators. When the marginal token investor is a user, the token price
internalizes the negative impact of investment on platform transactions, so that investment is low.
When the marginal token investor is a speculator, the token price does not internalize the impact
of investment on transactions, so investment is “inefficiently” high and the platform caters to
speculators at the expense of users.
We then consider two solution approaches to resolve these conflicts of interest. First, we propose
a decentralized governance structure in which token holders can vote for the choice of investment and
voting rights are proportional to token holdings. However, when the majority of token holders are
speculators, they may implement high investment at the expense of users. Thus, the decentralized
governance structure can mitigate conflicts of interest but only to a limited extent. Second, we show
that the dual token structure is effective at alleviating these conflicts of interests and aligns the
platform’s incentives (and the incentives of governance token holders) with those of the users. The
reason is that under a dual token structure, platform revenues and dividends consist of seigniorage
and fee revenues and so depend on stablecoin demand reflecting user preferences.
Our work adds to the literature on blockchain economics and cryptocurrencies.1 Chiu and
Koeppl (2019) , Cong and He (2019), Huberman, Leshno, and Moallemi (2019), Ebrahimi, Routledge, and Zetlin-Jones (2020), John, Rivera, and Saleh (2020), and Halaburda, He, and Li (2021)
study the economic implications of blockchains and decentralized ledger technology. Hu, Parlour,
and Rajan (2019), Shams (2020), Liu and Tsyvinski (2021), and Liu, Tsyvinski, and Wu (2021)
empirically analyze the cryptocurrency return structure. Biais, Bisiere, Bouvard, Casamatta, and
Menkveld (2018), Schilling and Uhlig (2019), Pagnotta (2021), and Sockin and Xiong (2021) provide a theoretical analysis of the pricing of cryptocurrencies. Sockin and Xiong (2022) micro-found
the network effect inherent to cryptocurrency adoption and provide a conceptual framework for
tokenization. Easley, O’Hara, and Basu (2019), Biais, Bisiere, Bouvard, and Casamatta (2019),
Garratt and van Oordt (2020), Lehar and Parlour (2020), Hinzen, John, and Saleh (2021), Cong,
He, and Li (2021), and Prat and Walter (2021) analyze the economic implications of the proofof-work consensus algorithm and mining, and Rosu and Saleh (2020) and Saleh (2021) focus on
proof-of-stake as alternative protocol. A large subset of the literature on cryptocurrencies focuses
on initial coin offerings (ICOs) (see Li and Mann (2019) for a literature review). Empirical studies
on ICOs include Lyandres, Palazzo, and Rabetti (2019). Howell, Niessner, and Yermack (2020),
and Davydiuk, Gupta, and Rosen (2020). Recent theoretical contributions on ICOs include Mali1

For an extensive literature review on blockchain economics, see Chen, Cong, and Xiao (2021), and for an empirical
overview of the public blockchain ecosystem, see Irresberger, John, and Saleh (2020). Related, John, O’Hara, and
Saleh (2021) provide a survey about research on consensus mechanisms, cryptocurrencies, and Bitcoin in particular.
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nova and Park (2018), Catalini and Gans (2018), Bakos and Halaburda (2019a,b), Li and Mann
(2020), Lee and Parlour (2020), Goldstein, Gupta, and Sverchkov (2021), Garratt and Van Oordt
(2021), Gan, Tsoukalas, and Netessine (2021a,b), Gryglewicz, Mayer, and Morellec (2021), Lyandres (2021), and Chod and Lyandres (2021).
We model platform transactions following Cong, Li, and Wang (2021a,b) who analyze the token
pricing implications of users’ inter-temporal adoption decisions. Danos, Marcassa, Oliva, and Prat
(2021) provide a valuation framework for utility tokens with endogenous token velocity and show
that early on during the token’s adoption phase, the marginal investor holds tokens for purely
speculative purposes. Different to Cong et al. (2021a,b) and Danos et al. (2021) that feature a
single type of token investors (users), our paper introduces speculators, who trade based on sentiment, as separate investor type so as to highlight the dynamic interactions between platform users
and speculators. We find that speculators and users interact via the crowding-out and liquidity
provision effect. These effects are not identified in Cong et al. (2021a,b) and Danos et al. (2021).
Sockin and Xiong (2021) develop a model of cryptocurrencies in which speculator sentiment is i.i.d
across periods and has unambiguously negative effect on adoption and users. The key difference to
their analysis is that we explicitly model optimizing speculators, whereby speculator sentiment and
demand is dynamic and endogenously linked across periods. Our analysis is therefore complementary to Sockin and Xiong (2021), who focus on the interactions between fragility and speculator
sentiment induced by network effects, and delivers several novel results. First, speculators stimulate adoption via the liquidity provision effect, and so can benefit users. Second, speculation and
usage are static substitutes but dynamic complements. Third, our model links speculation to platform characteristics and past performance, affecting sentiment, and, therefore, features procyclical
speculative trading which is consistent with empirical studies.

1

The Model

Time t ∈ [0, ∞) is continuous. We consider a platform that settles transactions among its users
with its native cryptocurrency (“tokens”). More generally, the model applies to cryptocurrencies
and tokens which grant access to services and products or facilitate economic activities among
users, including general-purpose and non platform-specific cryptocurrencies. There is one generic
consumption good (“dollars”) that serves as the numeraire. Tokens are in unit supply, and have
equilibrium price Pt in dollars.
There are two types of risk-neutral representative agents who live in overlapping generations
(OLG), as, e.g., in (John et al., 2020; John, Rivera, and Saleh, 2021): A representative platform
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user, also referred to as “users,” and a representative speculator, also referred to as “speculators.”
For the sake of clarity in explaining the OLG environment in a continuous time model, we consider
that each cohort t lives from time t until time t + δ with δ > 0. We take the continuous time limit
δ → dt, once we have introduced the agents and their optimization.
Cohort t of the representative user (speculator) is born at time t with an endowment of KtU > 0
(KtS > 0) dollars, and lives until time t + δ when a new cohort t + δ is born. Cohort t derives utility
from consumption only at time t + δ and can invest her endowment at time t in tokens or in a riskfree asset paying interest at rate r > 0. Users and speculators differ in their motives to hold tokens
and in their beliefs about the platform’s and tokens’ prospects. Users hold tokens for transactions.
Speculators are financial investors who do not transact on the platform and hold tokens solely for
investment/trading returns. In the following, we denote by EU
t the time-t expectation under user
beliefs and by ESt the time-t expectation under speculator beliefs.2
The representative user.

At time t, cohort t of the representative user decides on her dollar

token holdings Vt ∈ [0, KtU ], while she invests the remainder, KtU − Vt , in the risk-free asset paying
interest at rate r. That is, cohort t holds Vt /Pt tokens. It is not possible to short sell tokens, in
that Vt ≥ 0, and the user cannot borrow and invest more than her endowment, in that Vt ≤ KtU .3
At time t + δ, cohort t sells all of her token holdings (i.e., Vt /Pt tokens) at price Pt+δ to cohort t + δ
(of users and speculators) and consumes her entire wealth, leading to consumption at time t + δ of
cU
t+δ (Vt )


≡ Vt

Pt+δ
Pt



+ (KtU − Vt )(1 + rδ).

Cohort t’s lifetime utility then reads
uU
t (Vt )

Vtγ A1−γ
t
≡
+
γ
| {z }
Consumption
|
{z

!

cU
t+δ (Vt )

Convenience
yield

δ,

(1)

}

where At > 0 is the platform’s productivity which is discussed later in more detail, and γ ∈ (0, 1)
is a constant. As in Cong et al. (2021b), users derive a convenience yield from holding tokens that
depends on the dollar value Vt of user token holdings. We interpret the convenience yield broadly.
2

That is, as is common in the literature on speculation in financial markets (see, e.g., Scheinkman and Xiong
(2003), Simsek (2013), Caballero and Simsek (2020), Simsek (2021)), speculation arises in our model due to belief
disagreement among different agents.
3
Because the marginal convenience yield tends to +∞ as Vt ↓ 0, the constraint Vt ≥ 0 never binds (i.e., Vt > 0)
and is strictly speaking redundant. The constraint Vt ≤ KtU could also capture in reduced form a capacity constraint
in the amount of transactions the platform can handle. Such a capacity constraint could be the consequence of
blockchain congestion (Hinzen et al. (2021)).
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The convenience yield represents in reduced form the benefits of transacting with tokens, of using
the services of the platform via its utility tokens, or the rewards derived from staking tokens, for
instance, within decentralized finance protocols.4 User token holdings Vt , in turn, capture platform
transaction volume, token or platform usage and adoption.
Taking token price Pt as given, cohort t user maximizes the expected lifetime utility, that is,
max

Vt ∈[0,KtU ]

U
EU
t [ut (Vt )].

(2)

The following Lemma characterizes the solution to the user’s problem.
Lemma 1. The solution to the user’s problem (2) reads

Vt = At

1
r − EU
[dP
t ]/(Pt dt)
t



1
1−γ

∧ KtU ,

(3)

where we denote the token price change over [t, t + δ] by dPt := Pt+δ − Pt and write δ = dt. And,
“∧” is shorthand notation for the “minimum” operator, i.e., x ∧ y = min{x, y}.
According to (3), platform adoption Vt decreases with the opportunity cost of holding tokens,
i.e., the interest rate r, but increases with productivity At and expected token returns from the user
perspective, EU
t [dPt ]/(Pt dt). Expected token returns reduce the effective costs of holding tokens
and transacting on the platform. Intuitively, when tokens serve as the transaction medium, users
can capitalize on platform growth by earning token returns when transacting on the platform.
The representative speculator At time t, cohort t of the representative speculator decides on
her dollar token holdings St ∈ [0, KtS ], while she invests the remainder, KtS − St , in the risk-free
asset. As in Scheinkman and Xiong (2003), the speculator cannot short sell tokens, in that St ≥ 0,
and cannot borrow and invest more than her endowment, in that St ≤ KtS .5 At time t + δ, cohort
4

The reduced form modelling of transactions via a convenience yield is akin to the “money-in-the-utility-function
approach” employed in the classical monetary economics literature (see, e.g., Feenstra (1986)). Note that, given the
broad interpretation of the convenience yield, our model more generally applies to all types of tokens that grant
users access to services/product or facilitate economic activities among users. Our theory also applies to generalpurpose and non platform-specific cryptocurrencies that serve both as a transaction medium and speculative asset,
e.g., Bitcoin. Finally, note that locking up and staking tokens (such as Ether) in decentralized finance protocols, like
Compound for decentralized lending or Uniswap for decentralized exchange (Lehar and Parlour (2021)), allows to
earn staking rewards which could be represented by the convenience yield too.
5
An alternative interpretation of the constraint St ≤ KtS is that speculators have convex holding costs for tokens or
a convex cost of capital, which could capture in reduced form risk-aversion as in Scheinkman and Xiong (2003). The
convex holding cost implies a cost of holding a large undiversified stake in the platform: In our model, the marginal
cost of holding tokens becomes +∞ when St > KtS . Mathematically, such a convex holding cost would resemble the
convex inventory cost of liquidity providers (market makers) as in Amihud and Mendelson (1980) and would similarly
imply a bound on speculative investment St . Alternatively, the constraint St ≤ KtS could arise due to a capacity
constraint in the amount of speculative trading the platform can handle (e.g., due to blockchain congestion).
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t sells all of her token holdings (i.e., St /Pt tokens) at price Pt+δ to cohort t + δ (of users and
speculators) and consumes her entire wealth, leading to consumption at time t + δ of
cSt+δ (St )


≡ St

Pt+δ
Pt



+ (KtS − St )(1 + rδ).

Taking token price Pt as given, cohort t of the speculator maximizes her expected lifetime utility
derived from consumption at t + δ, that is,
max ESt [cSt+δ (St )].

St ∈[0,KtS ]

(4)

The following Lemma characterizes the solution to the speculator’s problem (4).
Lemma 2. The solution to the speculator’s problem in (4) reads



0



St = Ŝt ∈ [0, KtS ]




K S
t

if

ESt [dPt ]/(Pt dt) < r

if

ESt [dPt ]/(Pt dt) = r

if

ESt [dPt ]/(Pt dt) > r,

(5)

where we denote the token price change over [t, t + δ] by dPt = Pt+δ − Pt and write δ = dt.
Note that St captures speculative investment or speculative trading volume. Importantly, the
sole purpose of the discrete time framework was to introduce overlapping generations of agents.
As we have characterized agents’ optimization and their optimal token holdings Vt and St , we can
conduct the following analysis in the continuous time limit δ → dt.
Platform productivity and beliefs. The platform and the convenience yield of its tokens are
characterized by its productivity At which captures the general usefulness of the platform, the
quality of the platform’s technology, or user demand for platform services. Platform productivity
grows at rate αt :
dAt
= αt dt,
At

(6)

where αt = α ∈ {αL , αH } follows a Markov switching process with states L (“bad times”) and H
(“good times”). We assume αL < αH . That is, state H corresponds to a regime of rapidly growing
demand for platform services and tokens, while this demand grows at lower pace or even shrinks in
state L. Interpreted differently, state H may describe a bull market with rising token price (e.g.,
when αH > 0) and state L may describe a bear market (e.g., when αL < 0). As we show, a switch
from state H to state L results in a token price drop (i.e., crash). The instantaneous transition
9

probabilities are λϕ from state L to state H and λ(1 − ϕ) from state H to state L, where λ ≥ 0 is a
constant and ϕ ∈ [0, 1] determines the platform’s average (long-run) growth rate ϕαH + (1 − ϕ)αL .
Given ϕ, λ, we have P(αt+dt = αH |αt = αL ) = λϕdt and P(αt+dt = αL |αt = αH ) = λ(1 − ϕ)dt.
Productivity At , its growth rate αt , and λ are public knowledge and observable, but ϕ is not.
Notably, users and speculators form different beliefs about ϕ. Users are convinced that ϕ = ϕB ,
and do not update their beliefs. In contrast, speculators believe that either ϕ = ϕB or ϕ = ϕG ,
with ϕG ≥ ϕB . We denote by qt ≡ PSt (ϕ = ϕG ) speculators’ belief at time t that ϕ = ϕG which is
conditional on all information up to time t. The fact that users do not update their beliefs at all
could be interpreted as an extreme form of overconfidence (Scheinkman and Xiong, 2003), while
speculators are less overconfident and update their beliefs over time.6 An alternative interpretation
is that users as the platform’s insiders are informed about the platform’s fundamentals ϕ while
speculators are not and therefore dynamically form beliefs about ϕ based on the past.
Finally, for technical reasons, we impose several parameter conditions. We assume
αH < r + λ(1 − ϕG )

(7)

ϕG αH + (1 − ϕG )αL < r.

(8)

and

Parameter condition (7) ensures that, even under the most optimistic beliefs (i.e., qt = 1 and
ϕ(qt ) = ϕG ), the growth rate αH lies below the “effective discount rate” in state H, r + λ(1 − ϕG ).
And, (8) ensures that the average (long-run) growth rate lies below the discount rate r, which
combined with αH ≥ αL readily implies αL < r. We can combine conditions (7) and (8) as well as
ϕG < 1 to obtain
ϕG < ϕ ≡ 1 −

αH − r
λ

∧

r − αL
αH − αL

Dynamic learning, extrapolation, and sentiment.

∧ 1.

(9)

Cohort t of the speculator forms her

beliefs qt in a Bayesian manner based on all available information of the entire past (from time 0 to
time t), starting with a prior at time t = 0, q0 . In other words, over [t, t+dt), speculators have prior
qt and update their beliefs according to Bayesian learning, leading to the posterior qt+dt .7 Average
6
Thus, our modelling of differences in speculator and user beliefs is similar to the one in Scheinkman and Xiong
(2003) where overconfidence causes belief differences across different agent groups. However, we also note that the
exact source of belief disagreement is not crucial to our findings; our key results are likely carry through as long
as belief differences between user and speculators cause speculators to trade tokens even though they do not derive
convenience yield.
7
Notice that cohort t speculator forms a belief based on all past information. A different interpretation is that at
birth at time t, cohort t inherits the belief from the previous cohort, and updates her belief according to Bayes’ rule
over her lifetime [t, t + dt].
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ϕ from speculators’ point of view is then defined as ϕt = ϕ(qt ) ≡ ESt [ϕ] = qt ϕG + (1 − qt )ϕB , which
increases with qt , i.e., ϕ′ (qt ) = ϕG − ϕB ≥ 0. Next, let dJtH = 1 (dJtL = 1) indicate a regime
shift from state L (H) into state H (L); otherwise, dJtH = 0 (dJtL = 0). The following Lemma
characterizes the dynamics of speculator beliefs.
Lemma 3. Speculator beliefs qt evolve according




dqt = µqt dt + qH (qt ) − qt dJtH + qL (qt ) − qt dJtL ,
with
µqt =



µH (qt ) ≡ λqt (1 − qt )(ϕG − ϕB )

if

αt = αH


µL (qt ) ≡ −λqt (1 − qt )(ϕG − ϕB )

if

αt = αL .

(10)

(11)

and
qH (qt ) =

qt ϕ G
qt ϕG + (1 − qt )ϕB

and

qL (qt ) =

qt (1 − ϕG )
.
1 − qt ϕG − (1 − qt )ϕB

(12)

In state H (L), qt drifts up (down) in that µqt = µH (qt ) > 0 (µqt = µL (qt ) < 0). And, a regime shift
to state H (state L) implies a upward (downward) jump of the belief from qt to qH (qt ) (qL (qt )).
Lemma 3 also demonstrates that unlike users, speculators extrapolate based on the past, in
that they become more optimistic (pessimistic) following positive (negative) events. Formally, qt
increases over time when the growth αt rate is high or jumps up, while qt decreases over time when
the growth rate is low or jumps down. Thus, assuming that speculators update their beliefs about
platform prospects is similar to assuming extrapolative expectations. We refer to qt as speculator
sentiment or optimism. A high value of qt implies that speculators are optimistic about future
token returns and represents a bullish sentiment, which boosts perceived expected token returns
ESt [dPt ]/(Pt dt) and speculative investment.
Token price.

Having characterized the sources of uncertainty in the model, we postulate that

equilibrium token price in dollars Pt evolves according to
dPt
H
L
L
= µPt dt + ∆H
t dJt + ∆t dJt .
Pt

(13)

L
Price drift µPt and the jump loadings ∆H
t and ∆t are endogenous and determined in equilibrium,
L
where ∆H
t (∆t ) is the percentage change in token price upon a regime shift into state H (L).
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Discussion: Different agent types and beliefs. Before proceeding, we discuss some of the
differences between users and speculators in more detail. Notice that speculators are more optimistic
than users, so they attach a higher (lower) likelihood to positive (negative) events than users.
Our results would remain unchanged if we assumed that speculators believe ϕ ∈ {ϕ′ , ϕG } with
ϕ′ ̸= ϕB , which would allow for speculators to become (temporarily) more pessimistic than users
when ϕ′ < ϕB .8 A possible interpretation of speculator optimism is that users are more risk-averse
than speculators, and the transition probabilities from user perspective can be viewed as riskadjusted probabilities: Compared with less risk-averse speculators, users attach a higher probability
to negative outcomes (i.e., switch from H to L) and a lower probability to positive outcomes (i.e.,
a switch from L to H).9
Overall, the two types of agents differ i) in the utility they derive from tokens and ii) in their
optimism/beliefs (due to dynamic learning), i.e., there are less optimistic users and more optimistic
speculators. A more general model could feature two additional types of agents, namely, less
optimistic speculators (e.g., with fixed belief ϕ = ϕB ) and optimistic users who have the same
beliefs q as speculators.10 Note that speculators, who are no more optimistic than users, value
tokens strictly less than users, who derive convenience yield, and generally do not participate.
Thus, the presence of users, who have the same beliefs q and are as optimistic as speculators and
have non-trivial endowment, would be akin to removing speculators from the model which is akin to
a sufficient reduction in ϕG .11 A tension therefore arises only between more optimistic speculators
and less optimistic users; so we restrict attention to these two types of agents. Related, since we
consider representative agents, our modelling is broadly consistent with differences in beliefs and
utility derived from tokens among individual users and speculators.

1.1

Token pricing and equilibrium concept

Token market capitalization (in dollars) is Pt , and user and speculator dollar token holdings are Vt
and St respectively. As a result, the token market clearing condition becomes
Pt = V t + S t .
8

(14)

As will become clear later, speculators hold tokens only if they are sufficiently more optimistic than users and,
in particular, never hold tokens when ϕG is sufficiently close to ϕB . Thus, choosing ϕG sufficiently small is akin to
assuming ϕ′ < ϕG or to removing speculators from the model. Likewise, increasing ϕG has similar effects as raising
ϕ′ .
9
Users’ reduced risk tolerance could reflect that price stability is an important feature of any transaction medium
(Rocheteau, 2011; Doepke and Schneider, 2017).
10
We would like to thank Jiasun Li for pointing this out.
11
This finding will be formalized at a later stage, where we show that speculators hold tokens only if they are more
optimistic than users.
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Expected token returns reflect whether the marginal token investor is i) a speculator or ii) a user.
When the speculator holds tokens and St > 0, we distinguish two different cases. First, when
St ∈ (0, KtS ), then (5) implies Pt = ESt [dPt ]/(rdt). In this case, the speculator is marginal in
determining token price. Second, when St = KtS , then (14) implies Pt = KtS + Vt . In this case, the
user is marginal in determining token price, as the speculator already invests her entire endowment.
Altogether, when St > 0, token price satisfies
Pt = PtS ≡

ESt [dPt ]
∧ KtS + Vt .
rdt

(15)

When there is no speculative investment (i.e., St = 0), then the marginal token investor is user.
As a result, token market clearing implies Vt = Pt , and — using (3) — we obtain the following
expression for the token price:

Pt =

PtU


≡ At

1
U
r − E [dPt ]/(Pt dt)



1
1−γ

∧ KtU .

(16)

We can combine expressions (15) and (16) to obtain

Pt = max PtU , PtS .

(17)

Intuitively, PtS is the price that speculators are willing to pay and PtU is the price that users are
willing to pay for tokens. The equilibrium token price Pt is the maximum price that users or
speculators are willing to pay. The dollar value of speculative investment is St = max{PtS − PtU , 0}.
If the constraints Vt ≤ KtU and St ≤ KtS do not bind, one can rearrange (17) and solve12
(
r = max

At
Pt

1−γ


−

ESt [dPt ] − EU
t [dPt ]
Pt dt

)


,0

+

ESt [dPt ]
.
Pt dt

(18)

Token pricing equation (18) resembles a traditional valuation equation for financial assets. The
left-hand side is the required rate of return, r. The right-hand side depicts expected token returns
(second term) from speculators’ perspective and the adjusted (marginal) convenience yield to holding tokens that the marginal token investor derives (first term in curly brackets). This term is the
 1−γ
t
marginal convenience yield users derive from holding tokens, A
, minus relative “speculator
Pt
12

For a derivation, first solve (17) for r to obtain
( 
)
1−γ
S
EU
At
t [dPt ] Et [dPt ]
r = max
+
,
.
Pt
Pt dt
Pt dt

Then, subtract

ES
t [dPt ]
Pt dt

on both sides and rearrange to obtain (18).
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optimism” as captured by ESt [dPt ] − EU
t [dPt ] ≥ 0. The adjusted convenience yield, i.e., the term in
curly brackets, is positive if and only if the marginal token investor is a user, as speculators do not
derive convenience yield.
We now study a Markov equilibrium without rational bubbles and state variables At , z ∈ {L, H}
(or equivalently αt ∈ {αL , αH }), and qt which is characterized by the following conditions. First,
all agents act optimally. The representative user solves at any time t ≥ 0 the optimization in (2) so
that user token holdings are characterized in (3). The representative peculator solves at any time
t ≥ 0 the optimization in (4) so that (5) holds. Second, the token market clears, in that (14) is
satisfied. As shown above, the relations (3), (5), and (14) imply that the token price Pt satisfies
the equilibrium pricing relationship (17), which simplifies to (18) when Vt < KtU and St < KtS .
Following Sockin and Xiong (2021), we assume that the endowment of users KtU and speculators
KtS grows with platform productivity At to capture that a platform with higher productivity
attracts more users as well as more interest and capital from speculators.13 For tractability, we
assume KtU = k U At and KtS = k S At , with constants k U > 0 and k S > 0.

1.2

Solving the Markov Equilibrium

We now solve for the Markov equilibrium described above. We demonstrate that token price
Pt and platform adoption Vt can be expressed as functions of At and z ∈ {L, H} (or equivalently
α ∈ {αL , αH }) as follows. Token price and platform adoption Vt scale with At , so that Pt = At pz (qt )
and Vt = At vz (qt ) for z ∈ {L, H}, where pz (q) and vz (q) are functions of (q, z) only.
The argument to solve for the equilibrium follows a conjecture-and-verify approach. That is,
we conjecture that token price satisfies Pt = At pz (qt ) and token usage satisfies Vt = At vz (q). Given
this conjecture, we can calculate the price drift in (13):
µPt


=

∂Pt
∂At



At α t
+
Pt



∂Pt
∂qt



µqt
p′ (qt )
= αz + z
µz (qt ),
Pt
pz (qt )

(19)

where µqt = µz (qt ) is described in Lemma 3. Thus, the price drift depends on (qt , z) only. We now
L
characterize price changes upon a regime shift, that is, ∆H
t and ∆t . Itô’s Lemma implies that

percentage token price changes in response to jump shocks are characterized by
∆H
t =

pH (qH ) − pL (qt )
pH (qH )
=
−1
pL (qt )
pL (qt )

and
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∆L
t =

pL (qL ) − pH (qt )
pL (qL )
=
−1
pH (qt )
pH (qt )

(20)

The assumption that KtU and KtS increases with At may also reflect that the platform’s capacity to facilitate
transactions improves with its productivity/technology At , thereby relaxing capacity constraints on usage and speculative trading.
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respectively, where qz ≡ qz (qt ) is described in Lemma 3.
L
We observe that µPt as well as ∆H
t and ∆t depend only on qt = q and z ∈ {L, H} (and not on

At ). As a result, by the law of motion of the token price in (13), expected token returns of users
and speculators read


µP + ∆H Ex [dJ H ]/dt,
t
t
t
t

Ext [dPt ]
= εxz (qt ) ≡

Pt dt
µP + ∆L Ex [dJ L ]/dt,
t
t t
t

if z = L,

(21)

if z = H,

with x ∈ {S, U } where S stands for “speculator” and U stands for “user.”
L
Because µPt and ∆H
t , ∆t only depend on (q, z), expected token returns

depend on (q, z) too, in that we can write

Ex
t [dPt ]
Pt dt

Ex
t [dPt ]
Pt dt

for x ∈ {S, U } only

= εxz (qt ). As such, (3) implies that Vt = At vz (qt )

where vz (q) only depends on (q, z). Using (16), we obtain that PtU = At vz (qt ) scales with At ,
 1

1−γ
∧ k U . In addition, we can rewrite (15) as
whereby vz (q) = r−ε1U (q)
z

PtS

Pt
=
r



ES [dPt ]
Pt dt


∧

KtS


+ V t = At


pz (q)εSz (qt )
S
∧ vz (qt ) + k ,
r

where we used that Vt = At vz (qt ) and KtS = At k S . Hence, PtS scales with At . As token price
satisfies (17), i.e., Pt = max{PtU , PtS }, it follows that token price takes the form Pt = At pz (qt ).
We have now verified our conjecture that there is a Markov equilibrium in which Pt = At pz (qt )
and Vt = At vz (qt ). Speculator token holdings, capturing speculative investment and trading volume, read St = Pt − Vt = At sz (qt ) with sz (qt ) = pz (qt ) − vz (qt ). In what follows, we omit time
subscripts unless necessary. We summarize our results in the following Proposition.
Proposition 1 (Markov Equilibrium). In a Markov equilibrium with state variables At and αt ∈
{αL , αH } or equivalently z ∈ {L, H}, platform adoption is characterized in (3), and satisfies Vt =
At vz (qt ). Token price follows (13), and satisfies Pt = At pz (qt ) and (17). Speculative investment is
characterized in (5), and satisfies St = At sz (qt ) with sz (qt ) = pz (qt )−vz (qt ). Expected token returns
Ex [dPt ]/(Pt dt) for x ∈ {S, U } satisfy (21), with price drift µPt and jump loading ∆zt described in
(19) and (20) respectively. Speculator beliefs qt are characterized in Lemma 3.
In the following sections, we solve for the token prices and adoption more explicitly. To gain
some intuition and highlight some key mechanisms, we start by discussing the solution without
learning. After that, we turn to the complete model with dynamic learning.
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2

Solution and Analysis

2.1

Benchmark: Solution without Learning

According to Lemma 3, there is no more learning and dq = µz (q) = 0, when speculator beliefs
reach q = 0 or q = 1. Then, the only dynamics stem from the regime shifts, and the equilibrium is
characterized by (scaled) token prices pL (q) and pH (q) as well as adoption levels vL (q) and vH (q).
We now study the equilibrium without learning, and consider q = 0 or q = 1. For simplicity, when
q = 0 or q = 1, our notation suppresses the dependency of equilibrium quantities on q, as dq = 0,
and we write ϕ∗ ≡ ϕ(q).
We now solve for equilibrium token prices p∗z ≡ p∗z (q) = pz (q) and adoption levels vz∗ ≡ vz∗ (q) =
vz (q) for z ∈ {L, H}. First, note that by (19) with µz (q) = 0, we have µPt = αt = αz . Using (3),
(20), and (21), we obtain that in state G, scaled adoption reads
∗
vH
(q)

=

∗
vH


=

1
r − αH − λ(1 − ϕB )(p∗L /p∗H − 1)



1
1−γ

∧ kU .

(22)

The pricing equation (17) then implies the scaled token price

∗
p∗H (q) = p∗H = max vH
,

λ(1 − ϕ∗ )p∗L
∗
∧ vH
+ kS
r − αH + λ(1 − ϕ∗ )


.

(23)

Likewise, in state L, scaled adoption reads
vL∗ (q)

=

vL∗


=



1

1
1−γ

r − αL − λϕB (p∗H /p∗L − 1)

∧ kU ,

(24)

and scaled token price is
p∗L (q)

=

p∗L


= max

vL∗ ,

λϕ∗ p∗H
r − αL + λϕ∗

∧

vL∗

+k

S


.

(25)

Speculative investment, in turn, reads s∗z (q) = s∗z = p∗z (q) − vz∗ (q). We characterize the equilibrium
in the following Proposition.
Proposition 2. Consider q = 0 or q = 1, and set ϕ∗ = ϕ(q), so ϕ∗ ≤ ϕG . Then, scaled adoption
and token prices are characterized in (22), (23), (24), and (25). Token price satisfies p∗H ≥ p∗L
where this inequality is strict if vz∗ < k U for z = L, H.
To solve for the equilibrium, one needs to solve (22), (23), (24), and (25) for vz∗ = vz∗ (q) and
p∗z = p∗z (q) with z = L, H; in general, the solution is numerical. Notice that ϕ(q) = ϕ∗ as a
monotonic transformation of q with ϕ′ (q) > 0 captures speculator sentiment or optimism, thereby
16

measuring speculators’ willingness to invest. All else equal, an increase in ϕ∗ should lead to more
speculative investment. The following Proposition analytically proves some equilibrium properties
in dependence of ϕ∗ when k U is sufficiently large and the constraint vz∗ ≤ k U does not bind.
Proposition 3. Consider q = 0 or q = 1. Suppose that (22), (23), (24), and (25) admit a unique
solution vz∗ and p∗z with z = L, H. Further, suppose that in equilibrium, vz∗ < k U for z = L, H.
Then, the following holds:
1. There is speculative investment in state z if and only if λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB )(p∗H − p∗L ) > (p∗z )γ .
2. Speculators either i) do not hold tokens at all (i.e., s∗H = s∗L = 0), ii) hold tokens in state L
only (i.e., s∗L > 0 = s∗H = 0), or iii) hold tokens in both states (i.e., s∗z > 0 for z = L, H)
in which case speculative investment is not interior (i.e., s∗H = k S or s∗L = k S ). There exists
unique ϕ ∈ [ϕB , ϕ] such that s∗L = s∗H = 0 for ϕ∗ ≤ ϕ and s∗L > 0 for ϕ∗ ∈ (ϕ, ϕ].
3. Speculators hold tokens in both states L and H (i.e., s∗L , s∗H > 0) only if αH > r. Provided
αH > r, ϕ < ϕ, and ϕ = 1 −

αH −r
λ

< 1, the following holds. First, s∗H = s∗L = 0 for ϕ∗ < ϕ.

Second, s∗L > 0 = s∗H for ϕ∗ ∈ (ϕ, ϕ̃) with ϕ < ϕ̃ < ϕ. Third, s∗H , s∗L > 0 for sufficiently large
values of ϕ∗ < ϕ.
Claim 1 of Proposition 2 states that there is speculative token investment if and only if
ES [dP ] − EU [dP ]
= λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB )
P dt



p∗H − p∗L
p∗z



> (p∗z )γ−1 .

(26)

The interpretation of (26) is that speculators invest in tokens if and only if their relative optimism
about future token returns on the left-hand-side outweighs the marginal convenience yield (i.e.,
(p∗z )γ−1 in the scenario vz∗ = p∗z ) users derive from holding tokens. As (26) does not hold for ϕ∗ ≤ ϕB ,
there is no speculative investment when ϕ∗ is sufficiently low. Put differently, for speculative
investment to arise in equilibrium, speculators must be more optimistic than users, i.e., ϕ∗ > ϕ ≥
ϕB . Because ϕ(0) = ϕB , there is no speculative investment when q = 0, so the case q → 0 is the
benchmark without speculators as limq→0 dq = 0 and q = 0 is an absorbing state.
Notably, speculators affect users in two opposing ways, i) crowding-out and ii) liquidity provision. Claim 3 of Proposition 3 suggests that, when speculator sentiment takes intermediate levels,
speculators acquire tokens in state L but not in state H. That is, speculators provide liquidity in
bad times and buy tokens after a price drop, which boosts token price in bad times. Increasing
token price in bad times, speculative investment, however, reduces the potential for token price
appreciation and so expected token returns. Lower expected token returns increase users’ cost of
holding tokens and transacting on the platform, which reduces platform adoption and transactions
17

in bad times. In other words, speculators crowd out platform users in bad times. Due to this
crowding-out effect, speculative investment and token usage can be viewed as static substitutes.
However, pushing up token price in bad times, speculators also decrease token price downside
risk in good times, thereby raising expected token returns, platform adoption, and token price.
Upon a token price crash when α drops down to αL , user demand for tokens falls and users would
like to sell tokens. Importantly, users can sell tokens in bad times at more favorable terms precisely
because speculators buy. That is, speculative investment in bad times improves the resale option
value of tokens and therefore increases users’ incentives to hold tokens for transactions and to
adopt the platform in good times. We interpret this effect as liquidity provision by speculators.
As speculators buy tokens in bad times only due to the prospect of high future platform adoption,
speculative and transactional token investments can be viewed as dynamic complements.
Finally, for sufficiently large values of ϕ∗ and for αH > r, speculators buy tokens, boost token
price, and crowd out usage in both states, L and H. Then, the liquidity provision effect is present
in both states too, which ceteris paribus stimulates adoption. That is, in state H, the liquidity
provision effect insures users from downside risk, and, in state L, the fact that speculators buy
tokens (i.e., provide liquidity) in state H boosts expected token returns. It then depends on the
exact parameter values on whether crowding out or liquidity provision dominates.
An important technical detail is that, in an equilibrium without rational bubbles, token price
must reflect user preferences in at least one of the states L or H, i.e., the user must be marginal
in determining token price in at least one state L or H. The reason is that speculators do not
fundamentally value tokens and, therefore, hold tokens only to resell them at a later point to users;
if speculators only traded tokens among themselves ad infinitum, token price would be a rational
bubble. As such, when sz (q) > 0 for z = L, H, it must be that s∗L = k S , in which case the user is
marginal in determining token price in state L, or s∗H = k S , in which case the user is marginal in
determining token price in state H. As a consequence, token price p∗z is potentially discontinuous
in ϕ∗ which reflects feedback effects inherent to speculation. Once ϕ∗ becomes sufficiently large,
speculators start buying tokens in both states and drive up prices to the point that their investment
is constrained by their limited endowment, i.e., s∗L or s∗H reaches k S .14 The following Corollary
concludes this section by analytically establishing the crowding-out and liquidity provision effects.
Corollary 1. [Crowding-out vs. liquidity provision] Consider q = 0 or q = 1, and suppose that
vz∗ < k U and vz∗ is differentiable with respect to ϕ∗ . Then, the following holds:
1. If there is no speculative investment (i.e., s∗H = s∗L = 0), then
14

∂p∗z
∂ϕ∗

=

∂vz∗
∂ϕ∗

= 0.

This outcome can be interpreted as a static form of a speculative bubble with ever increasing prices which is only
contained because speculators’ endowment (wealth) is limited.
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2. If there is speculative investment in state L, s∗L ∈ (0, k S ), but speculative investment in state
H is either zero or at its maximum (i.e., s∗H ∈ {0, k S }), then:

2.2

∂p∗z
∂ϕ∗

> 0,

∗
∂vH
∂ϕ∗

> 0, and

∗
∂vL
∂ϕ∗

< 0.

Dynamic Model

The benchmark with q = 0 or q = 1 is useful for understanding the boundary behavior of the
system. We now turn to the more general model with learning. With dynamic learning, speculator
sentiment evolves over time and, since users and speculators are forward-looking, affects dynamic
adoption and token pricing. The analysis of the dynamic model leads to a set of additional results.
As shown in Appendix G, the token price pz (q) is determined by the system of coupled delayed
ODEs characterized in (G.22) and (G.26). Note that q drifts up in state H and down in state L.
In the limit q → 0 or q → 1, speculator sentiment remains constant (“stationary”) at levels q = 0
or q = 1, that is, q = 0 or q = 1 imply dq = 0. As such, pz (q) solve (G.22) and (G.26) subject to
the following two boundary conditions:
lim pH (q) = p∗H (1)

q→1

and

lim pL (q) = p∗L (0),

q→0

(27)

where p∗z (q) satisfies (23) and (25) for z = H, L, which completes the characterization of token
pricing.15 We characterize the equilibrium in the following Proposition.
Proposition 4. Equilibrium token prices pz (q) for z = L, H solve on (0, 1) the ODE system,
characterized by (G.22) and (G.26) in Appendix G, subject to the boundary conditions in (27) and
the dynamics of the state variable q in Lemma 3.
We now solve numerically for the equilibrium token price pz (q) under the following parameters.
We set r = 0.05 and γ = 0.1, and normalize λ = 1. Next, we choose αL = −0.2 < αH = 0.1, and
ϕB = 0.2 and ϕG = 0.8. Under these parametric assumptions, conditions (7) and (8) are satisfied.
Scaled endowments are set to k U = k S = 30, which also implies that vz (q) < k U for all all (q, z).
The model’s qualitative implications are robust to the choice of these parameters.

2.3

Equilibrium Dynamics

Figure 1 graphically illustrates the equilibrium dynamics under the numerical solution by plotting
(scaled) equilibrium quantities against speculator sentiment/optimism q in state L (solid red line)
and state H (solid black line). Panel A of Figure 1 shows that scaled token prices pz (q) increase with
speculator optimism, notably, even if there is no speculative investment in state q and sz (q) = 0.
15

Recall that when q = 0 or q = 1, we suppress the dependency of equilibrium quantities on q. That is, we write
ϕ = ϕ(q), vz∗ = vz∗ (q) = vz (q), and p∗z = p∗z (q) = pz (q).
∗
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Figure 1: Equilibrium Dynamics. Solid black (red) lines correspond to quantities in state H (L).
In Panel D, the horizontal dashed black (dotted red) line depicts the adoption level in the nospeculator benchmark for state H (state L), i.e., vH (0) (vL (0)). The vertical dashed red line in
Panel E depicts q̃ := max{q ≥ 0 : s(qL (q)) = 0}. The parameters are r = 0.05, λ = 1, γ = 0.1,
ϕB = 0.2, ϕG = 0.8, and k U = k S = 30.
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The reason is that prices are forward looking and account for prospective speculative demand that
drives up token price in the future. Higher speculator sentiment q implies an increased prospective
demand from speculators, raising resale option value of tokens and prevailing token price.
U
Panel B plots expected token returns from the user perspective, εU
z (q) := E [dP ]/(P dt), in

states z = L (solid red line) and z = H (solid back line). Panel C displays the absolute value of
(percentage) token price changes upon a regime shift from state L to H and from state H and L
respectively, i.e., |∆H (q)| = |pH (q)/pL (q) − 1| (solid red line) and |∆L (q)| = |pL (q)/pH (q) − 1| (solid
black line). Note that the solid black line depicts the percentage token price drop when there is a
negative shock in state H that causes α to drop from αH to αL and so measures the token price
downside risk in state H. Likewise, the solid red line depicts the percentage token price increase
when there is a positive shock in state L that causes α to increase from αL to αH , capturing the
potential for token price appreciation in state L. Taken together, Panel C plots measures of token
price fluctuation and/or volatility and, as both lines are hump-shaped in q, we conclude that token
price volatility and risk are hump-shaped in q too.
Panels D and E display scaled platform adoption vz (q) and speculative investment sz (q). In
Panel E, the horizontal black dashed (dotted red) line depicts the level of adoption in the model
without speculators in state H (state L), that is, vH (0) (vL (0)). As shown in Panel E, speculators
do not hold tokens for sufficiently low levels of q, and speculative investment increases with q.
Eventually, when q is close to one, speculators invest their entire endowment in tokens in state z =
H, i.e., vH (q) = k S . In Panel E, the vertical dashed red line depicts q̃ := max{q ≥ 0 : s(qL (q)) = 0},
where qL (q) is the speculator sentiment after a regime shift from state H to state L. If q < q̃ and
sH (q) > 0, then speculators sell all of their tokens upon a token price crash when α drops from αH
to αL . In other words, speculators provide liquidity after a token price drop, in that sL (qL (q)) > 0,
if and only if q > q̃. Intuitively, speculative demand for tokens sH (q) > 0 is fragile when q < q̃.
Last, Panel F shows speculative investment relative to usage, i.e., sz (q)/vz (q). When sz (q)/vz (q)
is large (small), tokens are primarily held for speculation (usage).
To gain some intuition about the mechanisms at work, we start by considering state H. For the
sake of interpreting the model dynamics, note that in recent years, the trend in the cryptocurrency
market as well as for many individual tokens has been predominantly bullish, interrupted by several
crashes. Through the lens of the model, such dynamics are best described by an extended period
of time during which sentiment/optimism q has increased on average.16
When speculator sentiment q is sufficiently low, for instance, because the platform is in its
early stages and has no track record yet, there is no speculative investment. As the platform
16

Notice that ϕB and ϕ(q) determine the transition probabilities under user and speculator beliefs, but do not
necessarily pin down physical transition probabilities.
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and its adoption Vt = At vz (qt ) grow at high rate (i.e., αt = αH ), speculators become gradually
more optimistic, in that qt = q increases over time. The prospect that speculators buy tokens,
i.e., provide liquidity, at future times raises expected token returns today, which reduces the cost
of holding tokens for users and therefore increases scaled adoption vH (q). Put differently, due
to speculators’ future liquidity provision, εH (q) and vH (q) increase with q even when there is no
speculative investment, that is, when sL (q) = sH (q) = 0 (see Panels B and D). In fact, scaled
adoption in state H is highest once speculators start to buy tokens, i.e., at the largest q satisfying
sH (q) = 0. Intuitively, speculators help early-stage platforms and tokens, characterized by low q,
to gain adoption and to grow, as they improve the liquidity of such tokens.
When platform growth has been high over an extended period of time and q takes intermediate
levels, speculators start buying tokens in which case sH (q) increases with q. From this point on,
expected token returns and platform adoption are “U-shaped” in q, i.e., they first decrease with
q and then increase with q for larger values of q.17 These patterns reflect both the crowding-out
and liquidity provision effect. Buying tokens, speculators drive up token price and hence limit
the potential for future token price appreciation, thereby reducing expected token returns and
crowding out token usage. Once speculative trading starts to emerge, the crowding-out effect at
first dominates: An increase in q then raises speculative investment sH (q) (Panel E) and token
price risk (Panel C) but reduces expected token return εH (q) (Panel B) and adoption vH (q) (Panel
D). Importantly, speculative demand remains initially fragile and retreats after a negative shock
(“crash”) triggering a drop of α and q. Formally, if sH (q) > 0 and q < q̃, denoted by the vertical
dashed red line in Panel E, speculators do not provide liquidity after a token price drop in which
case q drops to qL (q) and sL (qL (q)) = 0. This fragility of speculative demand exacerbates token
price (downside) risk in state H which increases in q and reaches its peak for intermediate levels of
q (solid black line in Panel C).
For sufficiently large values of q, the liquidity provision effect dominates the crowding-out one,
so that expected token returns and adoption increase with q while token price risk decreases with
q. When speculator optimism is sufficiently high, speculators continue to remain optimistic even
after a negative shock, i.e., a regime shift into state L. That is, speculative demand for tokens is
stable and, specifically, does not fully retreat after a crash, in that sL (qL (q)) > 0 which holds for
q > q̃. As such, speculators hold tokens in state L and provide liquidity after a token price drop
which reduces the extent of the token price drop and so the downside risk to holding tokens in state
H. As this liquidity provision in bad times stabilizes token price, token price downside risk in state
H decreases with q (Panel C), and expected token returns εU
H (q) and adoption vH (q) increase with
17

While the “U-shaped” pattern is qualitatively robust across different parameter configuration, we emphasize that
different parameterization (e.g., higher γ) lead to a more pronounced increase for larger values of q.
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q (Panels B and D). Finally, when q is sufficiently close to one, the constraint sH (q) ≤ k S limits
speculative demand, which further boosts expected token returns and adoption.18
Interestingly, Panel F shows that the extent of speculative trading relative to token usage
dwindles for sufficiently large values of q, in that sH (q)/vH (q) decreases with q. That is, both token
usage and speculative increase with q in absolute (dollar) terms, but token usage increases relatively
more. The fraction sH (q)/vH (q) indicates the extent to which tokens are held for speculation as
opposed to for usage. The model therefore predicts that the speculative motive dominates for
intermediate levels of q, while token usage is most pronounced for low and high levels of q.
Notably, the dynamics in state L are similar to the ones in state H. Speculative investment
only prevails for larger values of q, that is, once speculators have become sufficiently optimistic.
At this point, expected token returns and platform adoption are U-shaped in speculator sentiment, which again reflects the counteracting liquidity provision and crowding-out effects albeit
in a slightly different way. As in state H, speculative investment in state L boosts token price
and so reduces expected token returns and adoption, crowding out users. However, the prospect
of high speculative investment following a regime shift into state H implies a potential for token
price appreciation, increasing expected token returns and adoption. This potential for token price
appreciation, depicted by the dotted red line in panel C, is inverted U-shaped in q. When there
is speculative investment in state L, the crowding-out effect dominates for intermediate levels of
q, while the latter liquidity provision effect dominates for sufficiently large q, so that vL (q) first
decreases and then increases with q.
Also recall that by Lemma 3, speculator sentiment q in state L decreases over time. Thus,
unlike in the model without learning, liquidity provision by speculators in bad times is transitory:
If there is no recovery for an extended period of time, speculators loose faith and sell their token
holdings. In contrast, in state H, q increases and speculative investment and trading build up over
time. Due to these dynamics, speculative trading is on average most pronounced in good times (bull
markets) and less pronounced in bad times (bear markets). In other words, speculative trading
is procyclical. Figure 2 illustrates this pattern by plotting a simulated sample path of speculator
sentiment qt (Panel A), scaled token price pt (Panel B), and speculative investment st (Panel C)
against time t for t ≤ 10.
Panel A indicates that speculator sentiment exhibits several spikes which coincide with token
price spikes. Notably, speculative investment builds up smoothly over time in a bull market (i.e.,
18
An alternative interpretation is that when sH (q) is large, speculators hold a large undiversified stake in the
platform, which makes it costly for them to further increase their investment. As such, a similar bound on speculative
investment would be present if we had assumed a convex and increasing cost of holding tokens (or cost of capital)
that could reflect risk-aversion.
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Figure 2: Numerical Example of a Sample Path under Simulation. The parameters are r = 0.05,
λ = 1, γ = 0.1, ϕB = 0.2, k U = k S = 30, and ϕG = 0.8. For the simulation, we assume a true value
of ϕ of 0.5, so ϕG − ϕ = ϕ − ϕB = 0.3.

regime H) when token price rises. Upon a regime shift, token price crashes and speculative activity
retreats. Then, a bear market begins in which token price continues to fall and speculators wind
down their position, possibly, to the point that there is no more speculative trading at all. The bear
market persists for a while, until the cycle repeats and speculators’ sentiment and investment start
to rise again. Moreover, as Panel C of Figure 2 illustrates, usage (dotted red line) spikes in periods
of high growth but low speculative investment, reflecting the crowding-out effect. Finally, to further
support the notion that speculative trading is procyclical, we simulate the stationary distribution
of states (q, z) under the parameterization from Figure 2 and obtain that on average, speculative
investment is higher in state H than state L. In detail, we use the stationary distribution of states
(q, z) to calculate average speculative investment in state z, i.e., avg(st |z = L) and avg(st |z = H),
and find avg(st |z = H) = 18.78 > 7.95 = avg(st |z = L).19
Finally, we can assess the overall effects of speculators relative to the benchmark without speculators, which is achieved in the limit q → 0. First, note that because pz (q) increases with q, the
presence of speculators benefits the platform owners and platform dollar value by increasing token
price. Panel D shows that, relative to the model without speculators, the presence of speculators
increases adoption for low levels of q which may characterize early-stage tokens with low liquidity, adoption, and trading volume. In contrast, compared to the benchmark without speculators,
the presence of speculators harms adoption for high levels of q which may characterize later-stage
platforms and tokens with high trading volume and liquidity. That is, our analysis suggests that
speculators tend to benefit early-stage platforms and tokens by stimulating their adoption, whilst
crowding-out usage for more mature tokens. Moreover, as token price risk tends to be lowest in
19

We also calculate avg(st /pt |z = H) = 0.53 > avg(st /pt |z = H) = 0.34. These patterns are robust with respect
to the parameter choice.
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the no-speculator limit q → 0, we conclude that the presence of speculators tends to increase token
price risk and volatility compared to the no-speculator benchmark. The reason is that speculative
trading is procyclical and thus amplifies token price fluctuations and volatility.
While we do not model network effects that lead to strategic complementarities in users’ adoption decisions, we note that in the presence of network effects, the risk of coordination failure would
decrease and the convenience yield to holding tokens would increase with prevailing adoption vz (q)
(Li and Mann, 2020; Sockin and Xiong, 2021; Cong et al., 2021b). Speculators stimulate the adoption and so reduce the risk of coordination failure for early-stage platforms that are particularly
prone to coordination failures. On the other hand, speculators tend to crowd out user adoption for
more mature platforms that are less prone to coordination failures. We conclude that the presence
of speculators likely has a net negative effect on the risk of coordination failure, as the presence
of speculators stimulates adoption and reduces the risk of coordination failure in the early stages
which are key for long-term platform success and adoption.

2.4

Discussion and Empirical Implications

The previous analysis of our model has positive empirical implications for the dynamics of token
price and platform adoption as well as usage and speculation in blockchain tokens. As indicated
in Figure 2, speculative trading activity is procyclical and follows a boom and bust cycle, with
high speculative trading in bullish regimes and low speculative trading in bearish regimes. This
speculative trading pattern is consistent with the results in Liu and Tsyvinski (2021) who show
that investor attention — which may proxy for speculative trading in cryptocurrencies — predicts
future cryptocurrency returns. Figure 2 suggests that in a bull market, speculators’ position in
tokens builds up continuously, but may drop sharply at the inception of a bear market.
Our analysis reveals that speculative trading affects token usage via two opposing effects,
crowding-out and liquidity provision. The crowding-out effect implies that speculative token investment and token usage are static substitutes. That is, speculative investment at a given point in
time t correlates negatively with token usage at time t. Silberholz and Wu (2021) develop empirical
measures of token usage and speculative token trading and provide supporting evidence for this
crowding-out effect. In addition, speculators’ role as liquidity providers implies that speculative
investment and token usage are dynamic complements: Speculative investment at a given point in
time t correlates positively with token usage at a future time s > t and vice versa.
Our model predicts that speculators tend to invest in platforms and tokens with sufficiently good
past performance and growth, in line with the findings in Silberholz and Wu (2021). Our analysis
also suggests that for tokens with relatively low speculative investment, an increase in speculation
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triggers a decline in token usage, consistent with Silberholz and Wu (2021). Besides, token price
risk is highest and token usage lowest when speculation takes intermediate levels. This indicates
a negative correlation between token usage and token price risk/volatility, which is documented in
Silberholz and Wu (2021).
Furthermore, our model predicts that, provided the cryptocurrency market continues to grow
for sufficiently long time, token usage should increase again, possibly crowding out speculation.
Applied to individual tokens: Given good fundamentals (i.e., a high growth rate of the At ), token
usage first decreases when speculation starts to rise, but eventually, following continued growth
in token price, token usage increases again both in absolute terms and relative to speculation.
It is plausible that the second part of this prediction regarding increasing token usage is not yet
contained in the data, because most tokens are in their early stages.

2.5

A Life-Cycle Theory of Cryptocurrencies

Interpreted more broadly, our results suggest a life-cycle of cryptocurrencies and tokens with three
stages: i) an early growth stage, ii) a hype stage, and iii) a mature stage. In this analogy, the variable
q increases on average over time and the cryptocurrency life cycle. In fact, such an increase of q also
describes the past of cryptocurrency markets which was characterized by persistent bull markets
and growing investor interest which could be captured by time-increasing q.
First, in the early growth stage, investor optimism about cryptocurrencies q is low. The demand
for tokens primarily stems from usage, and speculative or financially motivated investment is limited. Both sentiment and adoption increase over time at high pace. This early growth stage could
represent the early years of cryptocurrencies and Bitcoin (e.g., before 2012) when cryptocurrencies
and Bitcoin have been mostly known to a tight community.
Second, once usage and adoption have grown rapidly over an extended period of time, cryptocurrencies and tokens enter the hype stage. In this stage, they attract broader interest and, in
particular, the interest from speculators and financial investors who start to buy tokens too. Then,
demand for tokens stems to a large extent from speculators (e.g., retail investors) or, alternatively,
financial investors (e.g., funds or VC investors). Moreover, the still fragile demand from speculators
and financial investors exacerbates price volatility. This hype stage could describe the current state
of cryptocurrency markets.
Third, going forward, our analysis predicts that eventually (i.e., in the future), cryptocurrencies
and tokens enter the mature stage. During the mature stage, adoption and usage will increase again
both in absolute terms and relative to speculation. Importantly, demand for tokens from speculators
and financial investors is stable and limits token price risk, as speculators and financial investors
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act as liquidity providers after a crash and thus provide a backstop.

2.6

Platform characteristics, Usage, and Speculation

We now examine how platform characteristics determine usage and speculation. Crucially, speculation only arises when there is sufficient uncertainty regarding the platform’s prospects. In particular,
as the following Corollary demonstrates, αH > αL is a necessary condition for speculation to arise.
Corollary 2. When αH = αL , then vL (q) and vH (q) are constant in q. And, there is no speculative
investment, in that sz (q) = 0 for all (q, z).
The result of Corollary 2 is intuitive. Speculators hold tokens solely to earn returns and thus
need price fluctuations to be able to realize returns from trading tokens. When αH = αL , there are
no price fluctuations and there is no belief disagreement about the platform’s future growth. Token
price increases deterministically at rate αL < r, and expected token returns αL then lie below
speculators’ required rate of return r. Conversely, uncertainty regarding the platform’s growth,
i.e., αH > αL , generates token price fluctuation and volatility, thereby inviting speculative trading.
The model therefore predicts that speculation tends to be more pronounced for tokens with high
volatility and uncertain fundamentals, in line with the results in Silberholz and Wu (2021) who
document a positive relationship between price volatility and speculation. Our model suggests twoway causality in this context: Not only does fundamental uncertainty (volatility) invite speculation,
but also does speculation boost token price volatility relative to the no-speculation benchmark.
As, in addition, speculators only invest in platforms with sufficient growth potential, our analysis
predicts that speculators tend to invest in tokens that both offer high growth potential and are
sufficiently risky. Notably, as the presence of speculators can stimulate adoption, high token price
volatility that invites speculative trading can be seen as a feature rather than a bug. To formalize
this result, we simulate the stationary distribution of states (q, z) to calculate average equilibrium
quantities in steady state, assuming a true value of ϕ = 0.5. The choice of ϕ = 0.5 seems natural
since it implies that speculators have noisy beliefs around the true value of ϕ, whereby upward
(downward) deviation ϕG − ϕ = 0.3 (ϕ − ϕB = 0.3) are symmetric. We then calculate (scaled)
average adoption, avg(vt ), average (scaled) speculative investment, avg(st ), average (scaled) token
price avg(pt ), and average scaled token price volatility vol(pt ). Next, we analyze the effects of a
mean-preserving spread in (αL , αH ): That is, we write αH = ᾱH + σ(α) and αL = ᾱL − σ(α),
and conduct comparative statics in the “volatility” σ(α), whilst holding the average growth rate
0.5αH + 0.5αL = 0.5(ᾱH + ᾱL ) fixed starting with ᾱH = 0.05 and ᾱL = −0.075.
Figure 3 plots average adoption avg(vt ) (Panel A), average speculative investment avg(st ) (Panel
B), average token price, i.e., platform value, avg(pt ) (Panel C), and average token price volatility
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Figure 3: Comparative Statics. The parameters are r = 0.05, λ = 1, γ = 0.1, ϕB = 0.2, ϕG = 0.8,
and k U = k S = 30. For the simulation, we assume a true value of ϕ of 0.5, so ϕG −ϕ = ϕ−ϕB = 0.3.

vol(pt ) (Panel D) against σ(α). To the left of the vertical solid red line for low values of σ(α),
there is no speculative investment in equilibrium (i.e., sz (q) = 0 for all (q, z)), mirroring the
statement from Corollary 2. Once “fundamental” volatility σ(α) increases beyond the vertical
solid red line, speculative trading volume avg(st ) jumps up and increases thereafter in σ(α). The
discontinuity reflects feedback effects inherent to speculation. When σ(α) crosses a critical threshold
and sentiment q is large, speculators buy tokens in both states and so drive up prices to the point
that their investment is constrained by their limited endowment.
To the right of the vertical solid red line, the increased demand from speculators boosts average
platform value and token price, so avg(pt ) increases with σ(α) too. Interestingly, the average
adoption level avg(vt ) is lowest for intermediate levels of σ(α). In particular, the rise of speculative
trading harms adoption via the crowding-out effect in that avg(vt ) jumps down at the solid red line.
However, for sufficiently large values of σ(α), the benign liquidity provision effect dominates (on
average) the adverse crowding-out effect of speculation, and an increase in σ(α) increases average
speculation (Panel B) and adoption (Panel A).
Another interesting effect is that average token price and adoption increase (decreases) with
σ(α) to the right (left) of the solid red line. That is, fundamental volatility generally harms
adoption and token price (platform value) in the absence of speculators, but the opposite is true
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in the presence speculators. The reason is that to the right of the solid red line, an increase in
fundamental volatility σ(α) boosts speculative trading and demand for tokens, which increases both
price and resale value of tokens. The improved resale value, in turn, raises expected token returns
and so stimulates adoption.

3

Platform Structure and Token Design

3.1

Dual token structure

As the previous analysis has shown, speculators harm users and platform adoption via the crowdingout effect, but benefit them via the liquidity provision effect. In essence, the adverse crowding-out
effect arises from the dual function of tokens in that they serve both as financial investment asset
and medium of exchange. A natural approach to mitigate crowding-out and thereby to stimulate
adoption is to separate (“unbundle”) these two functions, which is achieved via a so-called dual
token structure with two tokens. In this section, we show that such a dual token structure improves
upon the baseline token-based platform by leveraging the beneficial liquidity provision effect and
eliminating the adverse crowding out effect.
The proposed dual token structure features two native tokens: i) a price-stable transaction
token (i.e., stablecoin) held by users and ii) a governance token which is held by speculators and
pays dividends. The price of the stablecoin is stable, and normalized to one dollar. That is,
the stablecoin serves as a transaction medium and holding it entails no risk or returns, while
governance tokens are risky and held for financial returns. The dual token structure resembles the
one of major decentralized finance (DeFi) platforms such as Terra, with the stablecoin Terra USD
and the governance token Luna. Accordingly, our model has normative implications for the optimal
design and implementation of such DeFi platforms.
We assume that users are charged a dollar (flow) fee ft which is proportional to their stablecoin
holdings in dollars denoted Vt . As such, the representative user solves
max

Vt ∈[0,KtU ]
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1−γ

∧ KtU .

(29)

Thus, user stablecoin/token holdings decrease with the interest rate, capturing the opportunity
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cost of holding tokens, and with the fees ft . Because stablecoins are price-stable, users cannot
capitalize on platform growth by earning token returns. As in the baseline, users cannot invest
more than their endowment KtU = At k U , i.e., Vt ≤ KtU .20 For the stablecoin market to clear,
stablecoin supply must equal users’ aggregate stablecoin holdings in dollars Vt , so Vt is stablecoin
supply both in nominal and dollar terms.
Governance tokens are in unit supply and pay revenues from transaction fees and stablecoin
issuance as dividends dDivt and thus resemble an equity stake in the platform. The platform can
always issue new governance tokens to raise funds (without any frictions), in which case dDivt < 0.
These funds are used to buy back stablecoins to adjust supply to maintain price stability. In
particular, governance token issuance (dDivt < 0) and buybacks, i.e., dividends dDivt > 0, is
such that stablecoin price remains stable at one dollar. Such stability mechanisms underlie major
algorithmic stablecoins, like Terra USD or DAI. Thus, governance token dividends read
dDivt =

dVt
|{z}

Stablecoin supply
adjustment

+ ft Vt dt ,
| {z }

(30)

Fee
revenues

where dVt is the (dollar) payoff from issuing new stablecoins, which is negative when the platform
buys back tokens, and ft Vt dt is the (dollar) fees collected from users over [t, t + dt). Also, note
that fee revenues can be negative, in case the platform stimulates usage by paying users subsidies
or interest on their stablecoin holdings (i.e., ft < 0).
Governance tokens have dollar value Gt , and are only held by speculators. The market clearing
condition for governance tokens reads St = Gt . As in the baseline, speculators’ investment St must
be positive. Thus, market clearing requires St = Gt ≥ 0 which can also be seen as limited liability
constraint.21 In addition, speculators cannot invest more than their endowment, i.e, St ≤ KtS , and
governance token price is bounded from above by KtS , i.e., Gt ≤ KtS . For the market for governance
tokens to clear, speculators must have incentives to buy governance tokens, in that
ESt [dDivt + dGt ] ≥ rGt dt.

(31)

Condition (31) states that in equilibrium, the expected returns to holding governance tokens must
exceed speculators’ required rate of return; the inequality (31) holds in equality if St = Gt < KtS .22
At inception at time t = 0, there is an initial dividend of dDiv0 = V0 from minting V0 stablecoins
20

Expression (29) shows that Vt > 0, so the constraint Vt ≥ 0 does not bind.
One alternative way to motivate that constraint St = Gt ≥ 0 is that speculators are protected by limited liability
and cannot commit to hold a claim in the platform that has negative value Gt < 0. For instance, when Gt < 0,
speculators are better-off walking away from their claim instead of holding or selling it.
22
If (31) were violated, the speculator would not find it optimal hold governance tokens.
21
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which is the platform’s seigniorage. With a slight abuse of notation, G0 denotes the governance
token value at time t = 0 after the dividend dDiv0 is paid. Thus, under a dual token structure, total
platform (dollar) value at time 0 reads G0 + V0 and stems from two sources: i) seigniorage (i.e., the
proceeds from issuing stablecoins) yielding V0 dollars at t = 0 and ii) equity or governance token
issuance yielding G0 dollars at t = 0. The platform or, equivalently, its initial owners (governance
token holders) choose fees (ft )t≥0 at time t = 0 to maximize total platform value, that is,
max G0 + V0 ,

(32)

(ft )t≥0

whilst Gt ∈ [0, KtS ] and Vt ∈ [0, KtU ]. By the dynamic programming principle, the objective (32)
implies that optimal fees (fs )s≥t at any time t ≥ 0 are chosen to maximize continuation platform
value Gt + Vt .23 As in the baseline, we look for a Markov equilibrium with state variables At , qt ,
and z in which quantities scale with At , so that Gt = At ez (qt ) and Vt = At vz (qt ). The detailed
solution to the model with dual token structure is deferred to Appendix I and described in the
following Proposition.
Proposition 5 (Dual Token Structure). Under the dual token structure, stablecoin holdings are
characterized in (29) and governance token value Gt satisfies (31). In a Markov equilibrium with
state variables At , qt , and z, governance token value satisfies Gt = At gz (qt ) and stablecoin value
satisfies Vt = At vz (q) for z = L, H. The functions gz (q) and vz (q) are characterized via a system of
delayed first order ODEs on the domain (0, 1) — characterized in (I.43), (I.45), (I.42), and (I.44)
— subject to the boundary conditions (I.47) and (I.46). In optimum, scaled adoption (i.e., the
user’s scaled stablecoin holdings) equals
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ES [dV
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(33)

1
1−γ

∧ kU .

(34)

When vz (q) ∈ (0, k U ), then gz (q) = 0, so the dual token structure minimizes the speculator’s stake.
23

Moreover, note that at any time t ≥ 0, governance token holders are the platform owners and so residual claimants
to any change in total platform value. Thus, governance token holders would like to maximize total platform value
Gt + Vt too, i.e., the platform’s objective at time t = 0 in (32) is consistent with governance token holders’ objective.
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Figure 4: Numerical Illustration of the Equilibrium Dynamics. The parameters are r = 0.05, λ = 1,
γ = 0.1, ϕB = 0.2, ϕG = 0.8, and k S = k U = 30.

3.2

Equilibrium Dynamics under Dual Token Structure

Next, we solve for the equilibrium under the dual token structure and contrast the outcomes to
the ones under the baseline token-based structure. The equilibrium under the dual token structure
— characterized in Proposition 5 — has to be solved numerically, with the details of the solution
provided in Appendix I. We use our baseline parameters from Figure 1.
Figure 4 plots scaled total platform value, scaled token usage/adoption, and the scaled speculator investment against q both under the baseline token-based platform structure (solid black
line) and under a dual token structure (dotted red line). The upper three panels A, B, and C
depict quantities in state z = H and the lower three panels D, E, and F depict the corresponding
quantities in state z = L. Panel A and Panel D plot total platform value in states H and L respectively. Scaled total platform value in state (q, z) is scaled token market capitalization pz (q) under
the baseline token-based structure and the scaled sum of transaction and governance token value,
vz (q) + gz (q), under a dual token structure. Panel B and Panel E plot scaled token usage and adoption vz (q) in states H and L respectively. Finally, Panel C and Panel F display scaled speculator
investment in states H and L respectively. Speculators’ investment reads sz (q) = pz (q) − vz (q) in
the baseline and gz (q) under the dual token structure.
Figure 4 highlights three main results regarding the optimal dual token structure. First, a dual
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token structure improves total platform value relative to the baseline token-based structure. Second, the dual token structure unambiguously boosts token usage and adoption, thereby benefiting
users. Third, on average, the dual token structure reduces investments by financial investors and
speculators: Compared to the baseline token-based structure, the dual token structure reduces
speculative investment in state L but leaves it more or less unchanged in state H.
To understand these results, we now discuss the changes brought about by a dual token structure. To start with, recall that under the baseline token-based structure, more optimistic speculators compete with less optimistic users for token ownership, thereby raising token price and
crowding out users. In particular, the fact that optimistic speculators are willing to pay a high
price for tokens, which represent a stake in the platform, hampers adoption and usage. The dual
token structure harnesses speculators’ optimism, i.e., their willingness to pay a high price for a
stake in the platform, whilst avoiding crowding-out.
Under the dual token structure, speculators buy the platform’s governance tokens which are
akin to an equity stake in the platform. The proceeds from governance token issuance are effectively
redistributed to users via low transaction fees or even subsidies (in case ft < 0), which stimulates
adoption and, notably, leads to endogenous reinforcements effects. Lower individual fees ft raise
token usage Vt and allow the platform to mint additional transaction tokens, which boosts seigniorage revenue and allows the platform to further reduce its fees. The optimal dual token structure
maximizes token usage and so minimizes transaction fees subject to the constraint gz (q) ≥ 0, and
the constraint that user adoption is bounded, i.e., vz (q) ≤ k U .24 The optimal dual token structure
therefore minimizes the value of the stake that speculators hold in the platform, gz (q).
As a result, the optimal dual token structure harnesses speculator sentiment and allows users to
benefit from speculator optimism. Formally, the expressions for scaled adoption in (33) illustrate
that users effectively apply the more optimistic speculator beliefs to evaluate payoffs. For instance,
when gL (qL (q)) = 0, then Vt = vH (q) resembles the expression for adoption under the token-based
structure in (3) with Vt = Pt (i.e., no speculative investment) with one important difference: Under
the dual token structure, the expectation over platform growth dVt is formed under the optimistic
speculator beliefs.
The improvements brought about by a dual token structure (in terms of adoption and platform
value) only pertain when speculators are more optimistic than users and there is sufficient belief
disagreement. Therefore, a dual token structure creates most value for platforms that attract
sufficient interest from speculators, such as platforms facing high uncertainty going forward or
platforms with uncertain/risky fundamentals and demand. In particular, when αH = αL , there is
24

If it were gz (q) < 0, speculators would be unwilling to hold governance tokens as a stake in the platform, as they
would be better off parting from the platform. That is, gz (q) ≥ 0 can be interpreted as a limited liability constraint.
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no speculation and belief disagreement under the baseline token-based structure, and a dual token
structure induces the exact same level of adoption and platform value.
Corollary 3. When αH = αL , adoption and platform value are the same under the baseline tokenbased structure with one token and the dual token structure with two tokens.
While our previous results have shown that the dual token structure dominates the baseline
token-based structure, implementing a dual token structure in practice may be challenging, costly,
or even infeasible due to various factors omitted in our analysis. Price stability of the stablecoin
may be difficult to achieve, for instance, because the platform cannot credibly commit to token price
stability or the issuance of governance tokens is subject to frictions (Routledge and Zetlin-Jones,
2021; Li and Mayer, 2021).
Discussion: Fiat-based platform.

The dual token structure is fundamentally different from

a fiat-based structure with dollars as the platform transaction medium. When tokens serve as
the platform transaction medium, the platform earns payoff from issuing these tokens which is
akin to seigniorage. Seigniorage allows the platform to be profitable without i) charging users a
transaction fee or ii) adopting other monetization models that may harm users (such as exploiting
user/transaction data or putting advertisements). Since fiat money is issued by a central bank
which collects the seigniorage, a fiat-based platform does not earn seigniorage and must charge
transaction fees (or adopt aforementioned monetization models that are outside of our model) to
be profitable. Transaction fees increase the cost of transacting on the platform and hence reduce
platform transactions and adoption.
Importantly, a dual token structure combines the advantages of both fiat-based and tokenbased structure. The dual token structure allows for seigniorage revenues and low transaction
fees, whilst eliminating the adverse crowding-out effect of speculation. As such, the dual token
structure dominates a fiat-based and standard token-based structure. Likewise, the baseline tokenbased platform structure with one token and no transaction fees leads to higher adoption and
platform value than a fiat-based structure under our baseline parameters. Appendix J provides a
formal model of a fiat-based platform within our framework, and its comparison to other platform
structures.
Discussion: Governance token value and reserves.

Finally, note that as shown in Figure

4, governance tokens can be a claim with zero value in certain states in which case gz (qt ) = 0.
While this outcome seems at first glance extreme and counterfactual, we note that this anomaly
could be fixed in several ways. First, we could impose the constraint Gt ≥ gAt for some constant
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g > 0. Our findings would remain qualitatively unchanged under this alternative specification,
and the baseline can be understood as the limit case with g → 0. Second, the platform could
maintain some (risk-free) reserves Mt , for instance, to back their stablecoin. Such a reserve is
common for both centralized stablecoins (e.g., USDC) and decentralized algorithmic stablecoins
with a dual token structure, such as DAI.25 Appendix I.8 provides the solution under a dual token
structure with platform reserves and shows that, under an appropriate implementation, adoption
is unchanged by the introduction of reserves, but governance tokens have strictly positive value.

4

Conflicts of Interest in Platform Development and Token Design

In this Section, we highlight conflicts of interests that can arise on a token-based platform because
the platform caters to the needs of speculators at the expense of its users. To allow for this
tension in the most simple and tractable way, we consider that the platform can choose an action
bt ∈ {0, 1} that boosts the platform’s growth rate by bt εχ for ε > 0 and χ > 0 in that the drift of
dAt /At becomes αt + bt χε, but hampers current platform operations and reduces the convenience

 γ 1−γ
Vt A t
−
V
b
ε
dt. Under these
yield to holding tokens, in that the convenience yield becomes
t t
γ
circumstances, user token holdings become26

V t = At

1
r − αz + εbt (1 − χ) − EU
t [dpz (qt )]/(pz (qt )dt)



1
1−γ

∧ KtU ,

(35)

where pz (qt ) is scaled token price (i.e., Pt = At pz (qt )) and dpz (qt ) is the change in scaled token
price in this model variant.
As such, if interior (i.e., Vt ∈ (0, KtU )), Vt increases with bt if and only if χ ≥ 1. We assume that
choosing bt = 1 is inefficient from the user perspective, in particular, we consider χ → 0. Thus,
when users are marginal, i.e., St = 0 or St = KtS , then token price reads Pt = Vt + St and therefore
decreases with bt (as χ → 0). Next, observe that when St ∈ (0, KtS ), then speculators are marginal
25

The stablecoin DAI is issued by MakerDAO, a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) with the governance
token MKR. MakerDAO maintains a so-called “System Surplus Buffer” which is akin to the reserves we consider
here.
26
To derive (35), first note that dPt = d(At pz (qt )) = dAt pz (qt ) + At dpz (qt ). As dAt /At = (αz + bt εχ)dt, it follows
that

EU
t [dPt ]
Pt dt

= αz + bt εχ + E[dpz (qt )]/(pz (qt )dt). Next, note that the representative user maximizes
  U
  γ 1−γ 

Et [dPt ]
Vt At
max
Vt
− rdt +
dt − Vt bt εdt .
Pt
γ
Vt ∈[0,KtU ]

Going through the optimization, we obtain (35).
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in determining token price Pt which becomes27
Pt = P̃tS =

At ESt [dpz (qt )]
r − αz − εχbt

(36)

and unambiguously increases with bt . For tractability, we consider that ε is small, i.e., the limit
ε → 0. In the limit ε → 0, the equilibrium quantities under the model variant from this section
coincide with the ones of the baseline regardless of the choice of bt . Nevertheless, the study of the
limit case ε → 0 allows us to identify the conflicts of interests on a token-based platform.28
Under the baseline token-based structure, the platform dynamically maximizes platform dollar
value (i.e., token market capitalization), and chooses at each time t ≥ 0 the level bt ∈ {0, 1} to
maximize token price Pt = max{PtS , PtU }. Here, PtU = Vt is from (35) and PtS = P̃tS ∧ Vt + KtS ,
with P̃tS from (36). When Vt = KtU , choosing bt = 1 has no adverse effects on adoption, as users
are constrained by their limited endowment, so bt = 1 is optimal. We focus now — unless otherwise
mentioned — on the more interesting case, Vt < KtU .
When Pt = PtU > PtS , there is no speculative investment and the marginal token investor
is user. Then, the platform chooses bt = 0 according to users’ preferences. In contrast, when
Pt = PtS ∈ (PtU , Vt + KtS ) and St ∈ (0, KtS ), the speculator is marginal in determining token
price and the platform caters to the speculator by choosing bt = 1 at the expense of user. When
Pt = PtS = Vt + KtS and St = KtS , then users are again the marginal token investors, leading to
bt = 0. Taken together, we obtain bt = bTz oken (qt ), with

bTz oken (q) = I sz (q) ∈ (0, k S )

or vz (q) = k U

where I{·} is the indicator function which equals one of {·} and zero otherwise. Under our baseline
parameters, we can infer from Figure 1: bH (q) = 1 for intermediate levels of q when sH (q) ∈ (0, k S ),
while bH (q) = 0 for low and high q when sH (q) ∈ {0, k S }. And, bL (q) = 0 (bL (q) = 1) for low
(high) q when sL (q) = 0 (sL (q) > 0).29
Above analysis has several implications. First, under a token-based structure, the platform
owner chooses platform development and/or token design to maximize the platform’s dollar value,
27
For a derivation, note that as in (5), when St ∈ (0, KtS ), expected token returns ES
t [dPt ]/(Pt dt) must compensate
speculators for the required rate of return r, i.e., ES
As dAt /At = αz dt + εχbt dt and Pt = At pz (qt ),
t [dPt ] = rPt dt.

S
it follows that ES
t [dPt ] = At pz (qt )(αz + εχbt )dt + Et [dpz (qt )] . Inserting this relation and Pt = At pz (qt ) into
S
Et [dPt ] = rPt dt and rearranging, one obtains (36). Also notice that bt does not directly affect dpz (qt ).
28
The assumption ε → 0 is for simplicity, as we can readily use the baseline model solution to describe the model
solution in this extension, whilst being able to identify the conflicts of interests between the platform, its users, and
speculators.
29
Recall that in the limit ε → 0, the equilibrium quantities coincide with the corresponding equilibrium quantities
from the baseline regardless of the choice of bt .
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i.e., token market capitalization. As a result, the platform owner’s incentives are aligned with
those of the marginal token investor, which inevitably leads to conflicts of interest in the triangular
relationship between the platform (owners), its users, and speculators. Second, over its life-cycle,
the platform’s incentives tend to be aligned with those of the users in the early and later stages
(i.e., for low and large q), but less so in the intermediate stages.
A natural question is whether this problem could be solved through decentralized governance
mechanisms in which speculators and users can vote for the choice of bt proportional to their token
holdings and the majority choice is implemented. Under these circumstances, we consider that
speculators would always vote bt = 1 as long as sz (q) < k S , as they do not have transaction needs
and therefore prefer growth, while users would always vote bt = 0.30 As a result, the decentralized
governance structure would mandate

bDecentral
(q) = I sz (q) ∈ (vz (q), k S ) .
z
All else equal, bDecentral
(q) ≤ bTz oken (q), meaning that decentralized can alleviate conflicts of interz
est. However, since bDecentral
(q) can still be positive when vz (q) < k U and so can hamper adoption,
z
the decentralized governance structure can only alleviate but only to limited extent.
In contrast, the dual token structure from Section 3.1 can more effectively solve the problem
and align the incentives of the platform and its governance token holders with those of the users.
Under the dual token structure, the platform dynamically maximizes platform dollar value Vt + Gt ,
consisting of stablecoin value (user token holdings) Vt and governance token value (speculator token
holdings) Gt . The platform therefore internalizes the negative impact of investment on adoption.
Notably, the platform never caters to the speculators at the expense of users by boosting growth
at the expense of adoption.
In particular, when Vt < KtU , then Gt = 0 and the platform chooses bt = 0 to maximize
Vt + Gt = Vt . When Vt = KtU and adoption has reached its limit, the choice of bt = 1 has no more
adverse effects on adoption and bt = 1. Either way, under the dual token structure, the choice of
bt does not compromise adoption unlike under the baseline token-based structure.31 In particular,
the fact that governance token holders’ dividend payouts stem from fees and new token issuance
incentivizes the governance token holders to act in the users’ interest: If they were to cater to
speculators at the expense of users, fee revenues and token usage would drop, curbing dividends
to governance token holders. As a result, under a dual token structure, the platform optimally
30

When sz (q) = kS , speculators are not marginal and would vote bt = 0.
A more involved trade-off would reappear, if we had not assumed that the action bt = 1 is highly inefficient as
χ → 0. We leave this possibility for future research.
31
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chooses the efficient action from user perspective.

5

Conclusion

We develop dynamic a model of cryptocurrencies and tokens in which tokens are held by both users
and speculators. Users and speculators differ both in their motives to hold tokens and in their
beliefs about the token’s prospects. Users hold tokens for transactions and speculators hold tokens
for returns. In addition, speculators update their beliefs and thus, unlike users, extrapolate based
on the past. Speculation is procyclical, i.e., high in a bull and low in a bear market, and amplifies
token price fluctuations. Speculators affect users via two opposing effects, adverse crowding-out
and benign liquidity provision. The crowding-out effect arises, as speculators compete with users
for token ownership, thereby raising token price and the cost of transacting with tokens. On the
other hand, speculators buy tokens and provide liquidity especially, improving the resale value of
tokens and stimulating adoption. In light of the crowding-out and liquidity provision effects, token
usage and speculation are static substitutes but dynamic complements.
Overall, our model suggests a two-way positive relationship between speculation and token
price volatility: Price volatility invites speculative trading, which, in turn, makes token price more
volatile. As speculative trading can stimulate adoption, high token price volatility that invites
speculative trading can actually be beneficial and be seen as a feature rather than a bug. We also
show that a dual token structure with a governance token and stablecoin, resembling the one of
major decentralized finance platforms (e.g., Terra), attenuates the crowding-out effect and stimulates adoption. Finally, the model generates several empirical implication regarding speculation
and usage of cryptocurrencies. It also delivers a life-cycle theory for cryptocurrencies, consisting of
a growth, hype, and mature stage.
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Appendix
A

Agent optimization — Proofs of Lemma 1 and 2

We provide details on the optimization problems that the representative user and speculator solve.

A.1

User optimization — Proof of Lemma 1

Consider cohort t of the representative user that is born at time t and lives until time t + δ. Cohort
t only consumes at time t + δ, and is endowed with KtU dollars at birth at time t.
Cohort t invest her entire endowment either in the risk-free asset bearing interest at rate r or in
tokens which have price Pt at time t and price Pt+δ at time t + δ. We denote by Vt the amount of
dollars invested in tokens at time t, so the user holds Vt /Pt units of tokens. Thus, cohort t invests
KtU − Vt dollars in the risk-free asset, which yields interest at time t + δ of (KtU − Vt )rδ dollars. At
time t + δ, cohort t sells Vt /Pt tokens at price Pt+δ and consumes the proceeds of Vt Pt+δ /Pt dollars.
She also consumes her initial deposit in the risk-free asset plus interest, yielding (KtU − Vt )(1 + rδ)
dollars.
Thus, consumption in dollars at time t + δ reads


Pt+δ
U
ct+δ (Vt ) ≡ Vt
+ (KtU − Vt )(1 + rδ).
(A.1)
Pt
We define dPt = Pt+δ − Pt (i.e., Pt+δ = dPt + Pt ), and rewrite (A.1) as




dPt
dPt
U
U
ct+δ (Vt ) = Vt
+ Vt + (Kt − Vt )(1 + rδ) = Vt
− rδ + KtU (1 + rδ).
Pt
Pt
Next, cohort t’s lifetime utility is defined in (1), that is,
Vtγ At1−γ
γ

uU
t (Vt ) = ct+δ (Vt ) +

!
δ.

Thus, the optimization in (2) becomes
"
max

Vt ∈[0,KtU ]

U
U
EU
t [ut (Vt )] = Kt (1 + δ) +

max

Vt ∈[0,KtU ]


Vt


EU
t [dPt ]
− rδ +
Pt

Vtγ At1−γ
γ

! #
δ .

If the solution Vt is interior (i.e., Vt ∈ (0, KtU )), the following first-order condition (FOC) must
hold:
 U

Et [dPt ]
∂ U U
Et [ut (Vt )] = 0 ⇐⇒
− rδ + Vtγ−1 At1−γ δ = 0,
∂Vt
Pt
which we can solve for
Vt =

Vt∗


≡ At

1
U
r − Et [dPt ]/(Pt δ)

2



1
1−γ

.

γ−2 1−γ
∂
U U
The second order condition is ∂V
At δ < 0, as γ < 1, so the solution
2 Et [ut (Vt )] = (γ − 1)Vt
t
to the FOC is a maximum.
If Vt∗ > KtU , then the solution Vt to (2) is not interior and Vt = KtU . As the marginal convenience
yield to holding tokens, that is, Vtγ−1 A1−γ
δ, tends to +∞ as Vt → 0, it is clear that Vt > 0. Thus,
t

A1

overall

Vt = At

1
r − EU
[dP
t ]/(Pt δ)
t



1
1−γ

∧ KtU ,

which becomes (3) after replacing “δ” by “dt.” This concludes the argument.

A.2

Speculator optimization — Proof of Lemma 2

Consider cohort t of the representative speculator that is born at time t and lives until time t + δ.
Cohort t only consumes at time t + δ, and is endowed with KtS dollars at birth at time t.
Cohort t invest her entire endowment either in the risk-free asset paying interest at rate r or
in tokens which have price Pt at time t and price Pt+δ at time t + δ. We denote by St the amount
of dollars invested in tokens at time t, so the speculator holds St /Pt units of tokens. Thus, cohort
t invests KtS − St dollars in the risk-free asset, which yields interest at time t + δ of (KtS − St )rδ
dollars. At time t + δ, cohort t sells St /Pt tokens at price Pt+δ and consumes the proceeds of
St Pt+δ /Pt dollars. She also consumes her initial deposit in the risk-free asset plus interest, yielding
(KtS − St )(1 + rδ) dollars.
As such, cohort t’s consumption at t + δ reads


Pt+δ
S
ct+δ (St ) ≡ St
+ (KtS − St )(1 + rδ).
(A.2)
Pt
We define dPt = Pt+δ − Pt (i.e., Pt+δ = dPt + Pt ), and rewrite (A.2) as




dPt
dPt
S
S
+ St + (Kt − St )(1 + rδ) = St
− rδ + KtS (1 + rδ).
ct+δ (St ) = St
Pt
Pt
Next, cohort t’s lifetime utility is her consumption ct+δ (St ). As such, the cohort t speculator solves
(4) and therefore solves
  S

Et [dPt ]
S S
S
max Et [ct+δ (St )] = Kt (1 + rδ) + max
St
− rδ
Pt
St ∈[0,KtS ]
St ∈[0,KtS ]
Thus, the speculator’s choice of St is a linear optimization problem, whereby
ES [dPt ]
∂ S S
Et [ct+δ (St )] = t
− rδ.
∂St
Pt
The optimal choice of St therefore satisfies


0
St = Ŝt ∈ [0, KtS ]

 S
Kt

if ESt [dPt ]/(Pt δ) < r
if ESt [dPt ]/(Pt δ) = r
if ESt [dPt ]/(Pt δ) > r,

which becomes (5) after replacing “δ” by “dt.”

B

Proof of Lemma 3

We derive the law of motion of qt when speculators update their beliefs according to Baye’s rule.
We consider state L and H separately.
A2

B.1

State L

First, we consider time t with speculator belief qt and αt = αL . Then, if there is a regime switch
over [t, t + dt) from L to H, we have by Bayes’ rule:
qt+dt = qH (qt ) =

qt ϕG
.
qt ϕG + (1 − qt )ϕB

Absent a regime switch, Bayes’ rule implies
qt+dt =

(1 − λϕG dt)qt
.
qt (1 − λϕG dt) + (1 − qt )(1 − λϕB dt)

Thus,
(1 − λϕG dt)qt
− qt
qt (1 − λϕG dt) + (1 − qt )(1 − λϕB dt)
(1 − λϕG dt)qt (1 − qt ) − qt (1 − qt )(1 − λϕB dt)
=
qt (1 − λϕG dt) + (1 − qt )(1 − λϕB dt)
−λqt (1 − qt )(ϕG − ϕB )dt
=
1 − qt λϕG dt − λ(1 − qt )ϕB dt

dqt = qt+dt − qt =

With dqt = qt+dt − qt = µL (qt )dt, we obtain

µL (qt ) 1−qt λϕG dt−λ(1−qt )ϕB dt dt = −λqt (1−qt )(ϕG −ϕB )dt ⇐⇒ µL (qt ) = −λqt (1−qt )(ϕG −ϕB ),
where we discard higher order terms, i.e., o(dt2 ) = 0, and divide through dt. Thus,
dqt = µL (qt )dt + (qH (qt ) − qt )dJtH ,
with µL (qt ) = −λ(ϕG − ϕB )qt (1 − qt ).

B.2

State H

Consider state H. That is, consider t with speculator belief qt and αt = αH . Then, if there is a
regime switch from H to L, Bayes’ rule implies
qt+dt = qL (qt ) =

qt (1 − ϕG )
.
qt (1 − ϕG ) + (1 − qt )(1 − ϕB )

Absent a regime switch, Bayes’ rule implies
qt+dt


1 − λ(1 − ϕG )dt qt


=
.
1 − λ(1 − ϕG )dt qt + 1 − λ(1 − ϕB )dt (1 − qt )
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Thus,

1 − λ(1 − ϕG )dt qt


− qt
dqt = qt+dt − qt =
1 − λ(1 − ϕG )dt qt + 1 − λ(1 − ϕB )dt (1 − qt )


1 − λ(1 − ϕG )dt qt (1 − qt ) − 1 − λ(1 − ϕB )dt qt (1 − qt )


=
1 − λ(1 − ϕG )dt qt + 1 − λ(1 − ϕB )dt (1 − qt )
λqt (1 − qt )(ϕG − ϕB )dt
=
1 − qt λ(1 − ϕG )dt − λ(1 − ϕB )(1 − qt )dt
With dqt = µH (qt )dt, we obtain
µH (qt ) = λqt (1 − qt )(ϕG − ϕB ),
after discarding higher order terms, i.e., o(dt2 ) = 0. Altogether, we have
dqt = µH (qt )dt + (qL (qt ) − qt )dJtL ,
with µH (qt ) = λqt (1 − qt )(ϕG − ϕB ).

C

Proof of Proposition 1

Follows from the arguments of the main text.

D

Proof of Proposition 2

D.1

Equilibrium quantities

We start by providing a detailed derivation for expressions (24), (25), (22), and (23). To begin
with, recall (3), which can be rewritten as Vt = At vz (qt ) with

vz (qt ) =

1
U
r − E [dPt ]/(Pt dt)



1
1−γ

∧ kU ,

(D.3)

Due to q = 0 or q = 1, Lemma 3 implies µz (q) = 0 and qz (q) = 0. We now use (19) to obtain
µPt = αt = αz . Next, (20) implies
∆H
t =

p∗H
−1
p∗L

and

∆L
t =

p∗L
− 1,
p∗H

(D.4)

where we adopt the notation p∗z = p∗z (q) = pz (q) and vz∗ = vz∗ (q) = vz (q).
Inserting these relations into (21), we obtain

 ∗

pH

x
α
+
−
1
Ext [dJtH ]/dt,
∗
L
Et [dPt ]
pL
x


= εz (q) =
∗
αH + p∗L − 1 Ext [dJtL ]/dt,
Pt dt
pH

if z = L,
if z = H,

H
U
L
for x = S, U . Also note that when z = L (z = H), EU
t [dJt ] = λϕB dt (Et [dJt ] = λ(1 − ϕB )dt).
Likewise, when z = L (z = H), ESt [dJtH ] = λϕ∗ dt (ESt [dJtL ] = λ(1 − ϕ∗ )dt).
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For states z = L, H, we now insert above expression for EU [dP ]/(P dt) into (D.3) to obtain
vL∗ (q)

=

vL∗


=



1

1
1−γ

r − αL − λϕB (p∗H /p∗L − 1)

and
∗
vH
(q)

=

∗
vH


=

1
r − αH − λ(1 − ϕB )(p∗L /p∗H − 1)



∧ kU ,

1
1−γ

∧ kU ,

which are (24) and (22) respectively, as desired.
Next, we derive scaled token prices p∗z and start by considering z = L. Under these circum
ES [dP ]
∗
H
∗
∗
stances, we can calculate t dt t = Pt αL + λϕ∗ ∆H
t . As Pt = At pL , we have Pt ∆t = At (pH − pL ).
Inserting these relations into (15), we calculate
λϕ∗ p∗H
PtS
=
At
r − αL + λϕ∗

∧ k S + vL∗ .

In addition, using (16), we obtain PtU /At = vL∗ . Thus, by (17), we have
p∗L = max



PtS PtU
,
At At




= max vL (q),

λϕ∗ p∗H
r − αL + λϕ∗

∧ vL∗ + k S


,

which is (25), as desired.
Finally, we derive scaled token price p∗H in state z = H. Under these circumstances, we have


∗
L
∗
∗
= Pt αH + λ(1 − ϕ∗ )∆L
t . Inserting this relation and Pt = At pH and Pt ∆t = At (pL − pH )
dt
into (15), we calculate
λ(1 − ϕ∗ )p∗L
PtS
=
∧ k S + vL∗ .
At
r − αH + λ(1 − ϕ∗ )
ES
t [dPt ]

∗ . Thus, by (17), we have
In addition, using (16), we obtain PtU /At = vH

p∗H


= max

PtS PtU
,
At At




λ(1 − ϕ∗ )p∗L
S
∗
= max vH (q),
∧ k + vL ,
r − αH + λ(1 − ϕ∗ )


which is (23), as desired.

D.2

Token Price Properties

Here, we prove p∗H ≥ p∗L .
Define ϕU ≡ ϕB and ϕS ≡ ϕ∗ = ϕ(q). Expected token returns from the perspective of agent
x ∈ {S, U } in state L can be written as
 ∗

pH
x
εL = αL + λϕx
−1
(D.5)
p∗L
and in state H can be written as
εxH


= αH + λ(1 − ϕx )
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p∗L
−1 ,
p∗H

(D.6)

for ϕx ∈ {ϕU , ϕS }, where x = S stands for speculator and x = U stands for user. Notice that
∗
∗
∗
∗
(εSz − εU
z )pz = λ(ϕ − ϕB )(pH − pL )

εSz = εU
z +

⇐⇒

λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB )(p∗H − p∗L )
.
p∗z

(D.7)

To show p∗H ≥ p∗L , suppose to the contrary p∗L > p∗H . Then, from both user and speculator
perspective, expected returns are strictly higher in state H than in state L. Formally, for x ∈ {S, U },
we have εxH > εxL . Note that by (3), we can rewrite scaled adoption as
vz∗


=

1
r − εU
z



1
1−γ

∧ kU .

(D.8)

U
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
As a result, because of εU
H > εL , it follows that vH ≥ vL . Due to pL > pH ≥ vH , it must be that
∗
∗
∗
pL > vL and thus sL > 0 by means of market clearing (14). However, as αL < r and p∗L > p∗H , we
have εSL < r and — by (5) — St = st = s∗L = 0, a contradiction. Thus, p∗H ≥ p∗L .

p∗L
p∗L
εSL

Notably, when vz∗ < k U , then we even have p∗H > p∗L . To show this, suppose to the contrary
∗
U
∗
∗
U
≥ p∗H . Then, εU
H > εL and therefore it follows by (D.8) and vz < k that vH > vL . Due to
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
≥ pH ≥ vH , it must be that pL > vL and sL > 0. However, as αL < r and pL ≥ pH , we have
< r and — by (5) — St = st = s∗L = 0, a contradiction. Thus, p∗H > p∗L .

E

Proof of Proposition 3

For a better overview, we prove all three claims of the Proposition separately.

E.1

Claim 1

We now characterize under what circumstances speculative investment emerges and, in particular,
show that speculative investment in state H, that is, s∗H > 0, implies speculative investment in
state L, that is, s∗L > 0.
Consider vz∗ < k U which is assumed to hold throughout. We can rewrite (24) and (22) compactly
as
vz∗


=

1
r − εU
z



1
1−γ

,

whereby εxL and εxH are defined in (D.5) and (D.6) respectively.
We now solve above equation for expected token returns εU
z , i.e.,
∗ γ−1
εU
.
z = r − (vz )

Using (D.7), we can solve for expected token returns from speculator perspective, i.e.,
εSz = r − (vz∗ )γ−1 +

λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB )(p∗H − p∗L )
.
p∗z

(E.9)

Suppose now s∗z = 0, so by means of market clearing p∗z = vz∗ . Then, s∗z = 0 and p∗z = vz∗ can be
an equilibrium if and only if speculators have no strict incentives to invest in tokens. By (5), this
requires E[dP S ]/(P dt) = εSz ≤ r, that is,


λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB ) pH (q) − pL (q) ≤ (p∗z )γ .
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By contrast, if λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB ) pH (q) − pL (q) > (p∗z )γ , s∗z = 0 is no equilibrium and it must be s∗z > 0.
On the other hand, if speculators invest in tokens and s∗z > 0 and vz∗ < p∗z , then εSz ≥ r by (5).
As such, (E.9) and εSz ≥ r imply


λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB ) p∗H − p∗L ≥ (vz∗ )γ−1 p∗z > (p∗z )γ ,
which is (26). As such, s∗z > 0 if and only if (26) holds, i.e., if and only if λ(ϕ∗ −ϕB )(p∗H −p∗L ) > (p∗z )γ .

E.2

Claim 2

The proof of Claim 3 contains three parts. Part I shows that there are three cases: i) no speculative
investment at all (i.e., s∗z = 0), ii) speculative investment only in state L (i.e., s∗L > 0 = s∗H ), or
iii) speculative investment in both states (i.e., s∗z > 0). Part II shows that if s∗z > 0 for z = L, H,
then s∗H = k S or s∗L = k S . Part III shows that there exists unique ϕ ∈ (ϕB , ϕ], so that s∗L > 0 for
ϕ∗ > ϕ.
E.2.1

Part I

Recall that speculators hold tokens in state z if and only if (26) holds. Note that, due to p∗H ≥ p∗L ,
we have (p∗H )γ ≥ (p∗L )γ . Thus, s∗H > 0 implies s∗L > 0. In other words, there are three different
possibilities regarding speculative investment. First, speculators invest in both states L and H,
i.e., s∗z > 0 for z = L, H. Second, speculators hold tokens in state L but not in state H, i.e.,
s∗L > 0 = s∗H . Third, speculators do not hold tokens at all, i.e., s∗z = 0 for z = L, H. We treat these
three cases separately.
E.2.2

Part II

We consider that there is speculative investment, s∗z > 0, in both states z = L and z = H. Thus,
by means of (5), it must be that εSz ≥ r for z = L, H. As p∗H ≥ p∗L , a necessary condition for
s∗H > 0 is αH > r. Thus, consider αH > r.
Suppose that speculative investment satisfies sz (q) ∈ (0, k S ) in both states z = L, H. Thus, by
(25) and (23), we obtain
p∗L =

λϕ∗ p∗H
r − αL + λϕ∗

and p∗H =

λ(1 − ϕ∗ )p∗L
.
r − αH + λ(1 − ϕ∗ )

Next, inserting p∗H into the expression for p∗L and dividing by p∗L , we have
λϕ∗
r − αH + λ(1 − ϕ∗ )
=
,
r − αL + λϕ∗
λ(1 − ϕ∗ )
which cannot hold as the right-hand-side exceeds one due αH > r and the left-hand-side is strictly
less than one due αL < r, a contradiction. Thus, s∗H = k S or s∗L = k S .
E.2.3

Part III

Suppose that speculators do not invest in tokens, in that s∗L = s∗H = 0. Then, token prices p∗z and
adoption levels vz∗ are independent of ϕ∗ for z = L, H, so we can write p∗z = p̂z and vz∗ = v̂z with p̂z
and v̂z being independent of ϕ∗ .
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Recall that speculators hold tokens in state z and s∗z > 0 if and only if (26) holds, that is, if
and only if


λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB ) p∗H − p∗L > (p∗z )γ ,
whereby (p∗H )γ > (p∗L )γ . That is, s∗H = 0 implies s∗L = 0, i.e., above condition is more demanding
to meet in state H than in state L. Thus, when s∗L = s∗H = 0, the left-hand-side of (26) increases
with ϕ∗ , while the right-hand-side remains constant. As such, the function


ϕ∗ 7→ λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB ) p̂H − p̂L − (p̂L )γ
has exactly one root ϕ on [0, ∞). As the left-hand-side is negative for ϕ∗ ≤ ϕB , we have ϕ > ϕB .
Thus, there exists unique ϕ, so that there is speculative investment s∗L > 0 if and only if ϕ∗ > ϕ.32
If ϕ > ϕ, then the set of admissible ϕ∗ facilitating speculative investment is empty.

E.3

Claim 3

As argued above in the proof of Claim 2 (Part II), a necessary condition for s∗H > 0 is αH > r.
Consider that αH > r and ϕ = 1 − αHλ−r < 1. Suppose that s∗L > 0 = s∗H .
Then, speculators value tokens at (scaled) price


λ(1 − ϕ∗ )
S
pH =
p∗L .
r − αH + λ(1 − ϕ∗ )
It follows that as ϕ∗ ↑ ϕ, then λ(1 − ϕ∗ ) ↓ αH − r. As a result, limϕ∗ ↑ϕ pSH = +∞.
As such, when αH > r, ϕ = 1 − αHλ−r , and ϕ∗ is sufficiently close to ϕ, then there is no
equilibrium with s∗H = 0 < s∗L . Due to ϕ > ϕ, the equilibrium for values of ϕ∗ that are sufficiently
close to ϕ must feature speculative investment in both states L and H, i.e., s∗H , s∗L > 0.
Finally, suppose ϕ < ϕ. As vz∗ < k U , Proposition 2 implies p∗H > p∗L . Recall that s∗z > 0 if and


only if λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB ) p∗H − p∗L > (p∗z )γ . Then, due to p∗H > p∗L , continuity implies the existence of an
interval (ϕ, ϕ + ε), so that s∗L > 0 = s∗H for ϕ∗ ∈ (ϕ, ϕ + ε).

F

Proof of Corollary 1

When there is no speculative investment in either state L and H, then the expressions in (24), (22),
∂vz∗
∂p∗z
(25), and (23) reveal that that vz∗ and p∗z are independent of ϕ∗ , so ∂ϕ
∗ = ∂ϕ∗ = 0.
Next, consider that s∗L ∈ (0, k S ) and s∗H ∈ {0, k S }, so
p∗L =
Thus,

∂s∗H
∂ϕ∗

= 0. Then, (25) implies

λϕ∗ p∗H
.
r − αL + λϕ∗

p∗L
αL − r
−1=
p∗H
r − αL + λϕ∗

and

p∗H
r − αL
−1=
.
p∗L
λϕ∗

(F.10)

Note that when s∗L = s∗H = 0, token price p∗z reads p∗z = p̂z where p̂z is independent of ϕ∗ . If there existed ϕ∗ > ϕ


for which s∗L = s∗H = 0, then p∗z = p̂z and λ(ϕ∗ − ϕB ) p̂H − p̂L − (p̂L )γ > 0, so s∗L > 0 yielding a contradiction.
32
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Inserting above expression for

p∗L
p∗H

− 1 from (F.10) into (22) yields



∗
vH
=

1
r − αH + λ(1 − ϕB )



r−αL
r−αL +λϕ∗

1
1−γ

∧ kU .



∗ increases with ϕ∗ and does so strictly if v ∗ < k U (i.e.,
As a result, vH
H
∗ < k U ).
being strict for vH

∗
∂vH
∂ϕ∗

≥ 0 with the inequality
∂s∗

∂p∗

∗ + s∗ , so that p∗ increases with ϕ∗ as
H
H
Market clearing implies p∗H = vH
H
H
∂ϕ∗ = 0 (i.e., ∂ϕ∗ ≥ 0
∗ < k U ). Due to α < r, it then also follows that p∗ =
with the inequality being strict for vH
L
L
∂p∗L
λϕ∗ p∗H
∗
increases
strictly
with
ϕ
,
i.e.,
>
0.
∗
∗
r−αL +λϕ
∂ϕ

Next, we use (F.10) to plug in for

p∗H
p∗L

− 1 in (24), which yields


vL∗ (q) = vL∗ = 


1
r − αL − λϕB



r−αL
λϕ∗

1
1−γ



∧ kU ,
∗
∂vL
∂ϕ∗

As such, vL∗ decreases with ϕ∗ and does so strictly if vL∗ < k U (i.e.,
being strict for vL∗ < k U ).

G

≤ 0 with the inequality

Proof of Proposition 4

We derive the token pricing equation in states L and H separately.
As a preparation, we rewrite (3) as

Vt = At vz (qt ) = At
where we define
κU
t

1
U
U
r + κt − E [dPt ]/(Pt dt)



1
1−γ



EU
t [dPt ]
U γ−1
= max (k )
+
− r, 0 .
Pt dt

(G.11)

(G.12)

U
U
U
In equilibrium, κU
t is a function of (q, z), in that κt = κz (qt ). Notice that κz (qt ) > 0 if and only
U
U
if vz (qt ) = k . That is, κz (qt ) can be seen as the user’s “Lagrange Multiplier” in the optimization
(2) in state (q, z).

Likewise, we define



 S


Pt
Et [dPt ]
ESt [dPt ]
S
− r, 0 = max
− r, 0 .
κt = max
Pt dt
(Vt + KtS )dt
Vt + KtS
Notice from (15) that PtS =

ES
t [dPt ]
r+κS
t

(G.13)

= Vt + KtS if and only if κSt > 0. It follows from (5) that

(
0
St =
Ŝt ∈ [0, KtS ]

if ESt [dPt ]/(Pt dt) < r + κSt
if ESt [dPt ]/(Pt dt) = r + κSt .
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(G.14)

In equilibrium, κSt is a function of (q, z), in that κSt = κSz (qt ). Notice that κSt = κSz (qt ) can be
seen as the speculator’s “Lagrange multiplier” in the optimization (4). Thus, κSt > 0 if and only if
St = KtS ; otherwise, κSt = 0.
We can rewrite (17) as
(



Pt = max At

1
U
U
r + κt − Et [dPt ]/(Pt dt)



1
1−γ

ES [dPt ]
, t
r + κSt

)
.

We can solve (G.15) for r to obtain
( 
)
U [dP ] ES [dP ]
E
At 1−γ
t
t
t
t
− κU
r = max
,
− κSt .
t +
Pt
Pt dt
Pt dt
Rearranging (G.16), we obtain the token pricing equation
( 
 )
 S
ES [dPt ]
Et [dPt ] − EU
At 1−γ
t [dPt ]
S
U
S
,0 + t
,
r + κt = max
− (κt − κt ) −
Pt
Pt dt
Pt dt

(G.15)

(G.16)

(G.17)

which reduces to (18) for κSt = κU
t = 0.
We now consider both states z = L and z = H separately, and we omit time subscripts unless
needed. Using (G.11) and substituting EU [dPt ]/(Pt dt) and κU
t , we can also write

vz (q) =

1
r + κU
(q)
− εU
z
z (q)



1
1−γ

,

(G.18)

so that Vt = At vz (qt ). The market clearing condition (14), i.e., Pt = Vt + St , then becomes
pz (q) = vz (q) + sz (q),
and does not depend on At but only on (q, z).

G.1

State L

We start by analyzing state L, and we use (19), (20), and (21) to calculate


p′L (q)µL (q)
EU [dP ]
pH (qH (q))
U
εL (q) =
= αL +
+ λϕB
−1 .
P dt
pL (q)
pL (q)
and
εSL (q)

p′ (q)µL (q)
ES [dP ]
=
= αL + L
+ λϕ(q)
P dt
pL (q)




pH (qH (q))
−1 ,
pL (q)

where qH = qH (q) is from Lemma 3. Next, we combine (G.19) and (G.20) to obtain


ES [dP ] − EU [dP ]
pH (qH (q))
= λ(ϕ(q) − ϕB )
−1 .
P dt
pL (q)
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(G.19)

(G.20)

Then, we use (G.12) to calculate




p′L (q)µL (q)
pH (qH (q))
U
U
U γ−1
κ = κL (q) = max 0, (k )
+ αL +
+ λϕB
−1 −r
pL (q)
pL (q)
and (G.13) to calculate

S
S
κ = κL (q) = max

pL (q)
vL (q) + k S





p′L (q)µL (q)
pH (qH (q))
αL +
+ λϕ(q)
− 1 − r, 0 .
pL (q)
pL (q)

We insert EU [dP ]/(P dt) = εU
L (q) into (G.18) to obtain

vL (q) =

1
U
r + κL (q) − αL − λϕB (pH (qH (q))/pL (q) − 1) + µL (q)p′L (q)/pL (q)



1
1−γ

,

(G.21)

Next, inserting the expressions for κxL (q) and εxL (q) for x ∈ {U, S} into (G.17) yields
 



pH (qH (q))
S
−
1
,0
r − αL + κSL (q) = max (pL (q))γ−1 − κU
(q)
−
κ
(q)
−
λ(ϕ(q)
−
ϕ
)
B
L
L
pL (q)


p′ (q)µL (q)
pH (qH (q))
+ λϕ(q)
−1 + L
.
(G.22)
pL (q)
pL (q)
Above ODE (G.22) is a first order ODE for token price.

G.2

State H

Next, we consider state H. To begin with, we use (19), (20), and (21) to calculate


p′H (q)
EU [dP ]
pL (qL (q))
U
εH (q) =
= αH +
µH (q) + λ(1 − ϕB )
−1 .
P dt
pH (q)
pH (q)
and
εSH (q)

p′ (q)
ES [dP ]
=
= αH + H µH (q) + λ(1 − ϕ(q))
P dt
pH (q)




pL (qL (q))
−1 ,
pH (q)

(G.23)

(G.24)

where qL = qL (q) is from Lemma 3. Next, we combine (G.23) and (G.24), and calculate


ES [dP ] − EU [dP ]
pL (qL (q))
= λ(ϕ(q) − ϕB ) 1 −
.
P dt
pH (q)
We use (G.12) to calculate




p′H (q)
pL (qL (q))
U
U γ−1
µH (q) + λ(1 − ϕB )
− 1 − r, 0
κH (q) = max (k )
+ αH +
pH (q)
pH (q)
and (G.13) to calculate
 




p′H (q)
pH (q)
pL (qL (q))
S
κH (q) = max 0,
αH +
µH (q) + λ(1 − ϕ(q))
−1 −r .
vH (q) + k S
pH (q)
pH (q)
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We can then insert above expression for EU [dP ]/(P dt) into (3) to solve for

vH (q) =

1
U
r + κH (q) − αH − λ(1 − ϕB )(pL (qL (q))/pH (q) − 1) + µH (q)p′H (q)/pH (q)



1
1−γ

. (G.25)

Inserting above expressions for κxH (q) and εxH (q) into (G.17) yields

 


pL (qL (q))
S
r − αH + κSH (q) = max (pH (q))γ−1 − κU
(q)
−
κ
(q)
−
λ(ϕ(q)
−
ϕ
)
1
−
,0
B
H
H
pH (q)


p′ (q)µH (q)
pL (qL (q))
−1 + H
,
(G.26)
+ λ(1 − ϕ(q))
pH (q)
pH (q)
which is a first order ODE for token price.

G.3

Solving the equilibrium

The two first order ODEs (G.22) and (G.26) are solved subject to the boundary conditions
lim pH (q) = p∗H (1)

q→1

and

lim pL (q) = p∗L (0),

q→0

which is (27). Here, the boundary conditions p∗L (0) and p∗H (1) are characterized in Proposition 1.
The Picard Lindeloef theorem ensures that under mild regularity conditions, there exists a
unique, continuously differentiable solution (pL (q), pH (q)) to (G.22) and (G.26) subject to (27) on
(0, 1). A formal existence and uniqueness proof is beyond the scope of the paper and we simply
assume that such a unique solution and equilibrium exists. We numerically verify that this is indeed
the case under our baseline parameters as well as all other parameter configurations considered
throughout the analysis.

H

Proof of Corollary 2

′ (q) = 0,
Consider αH = αL . Then, clearly, vL (q) = vH (q) and pL (q) = pH (q) with vL′ (q) = vH
which implies
ESt [dPt ]
= αL < r.
Pt dt

Thus, sL (q) = sH (q) = 0 and vz (q) = pz (q).

I

Solution under Dual Token Structure

We present the detailed solution under a dual token structure, whereby — in equilibrium (to be
characterized) — Vt = At vz (q) and Gt = At gz (q) with functions vz (q) and gz (q). As we express all
quantities in terms of (q, z), we omit time subscripts unless confusion is likely to arise.
We proceed as follows. We first describe the problems that the user and the speculator solve
under the dual token structure model variant. Then, we characterize a Markov equilibrium with
state variables At , z ∈ {L, H}, and qt in which all agents act optimally and the markets for tokens
clear.
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I.1

User problem

As in the baseline, cohort t of the representative user lives from t to t + δ and derives utility
from consumption only at time t + δ. The user can invest her endowment of KtU dollars either in
transaction tokens (i.e., stablecoins) or the risk-free asset with interest rate r. The user’s transaction
token holdings equal Vt and she sells these transaction token holdings at time t + δ for Vt dollars.
The user also incurs dollar fees from holding transaction tokens, Vt ft δ.
The user’s consumption at time t + δ reads
U
U
cU
t+δ (Vt ) = Vt − Vt ft δ + (Kt − Vt )(1 + rδ) = Vt (1 − rδ − ft δ) + Kt (1 + rδ).

Next, cohort t’s lifetime utility is defined as
uU
t (Vt )

Vtγ At1−γ
γ

= ct+δ (Vt ) +

!
δ.

Thus, the representative user solves
"
max

Vt ∈[0,KtU ]

U
EU
t [ut (Vt )]

=

KtU (1

+ δ) +

Vt (1 − rδ − ft δ) +

max

Vt ∈[0,KtU ]

Vtγ A1−γ
t
γ

! #
δ ,

(I.27)

yielding the solution

V t = At

1
r + ft



1
1−γ

∧ KtU ,

which is (29). Notice that by (29), we have

vz (qt ) =

1
r + ft



1
1−γ

∧ kU ,

(I.28)

where we will show that ft = fz (qt ) is a function of (q, z).

I.2

Speculator problem

As in the baseline, cohort t of the representative speculator lives from t to t + δ and derives utility
from consumption only at time t + δ. The speculator can invest her endowment of KtS dollars either
in governance tokens or the risk-free asset with interest rate r. The speculator’s token holdings
in dollars equal St and the nominal token holdings read Ŝt (i.e., the speculator holds Ŝt units of
governance tokens), so St = Gt Ŝt . The speculator buys governance tokens at time t at price Gt
and sells them at time t + δ at price Gt+δ . We write dGt ≡ Gt+δ − Gt . In addition, the speculator
receives a dividend dDivt per unit of governance tokens, i.e., the dividend reads Ŝt dDivt .
The consumption at time t + δ is therefore
cSt+δ (Ŝt ) = Ŝt (Gt+δ + dDivt ) + (KtS − Ŝt Gt )(1 + rδ) = Ŝt (dGt + dDivt − rδ) + KtS (1 + rδ). (I.29)
The speculator chooses Ŝt to maximize
max ESt [cSt+δ (Ŝt )]

s.t.

Ŝt
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Ŝt Gt ∈ [0, KtS ].

(I.30)

The constraint Ŝt Gt ≤ KtS means that the speculator cannot invest more than her endowment, and
the constraint Ŝt Gt ≥ 0 reflects that the speculator cannot hold claims on the platform that have
(strictly) negative value. And, the speculator cannot short sell tokens (Ŝt ≥ 0).
The solution to (I.30) is33


0
Ŝt = S̃ ∈ [0, 1]

 S
Kt /Gt

if ESt [dDivt + dGt ] < rGt δ
if ESt [dDivt + dGt ] = rGt δ
if ESt [dDivt + dGt ] > rGt δ.

(I.31)

For the governance token market to clear, it must be that Ŝt = 1, so by (I.31):
ESt [dDivt + dGt ] ≥ rGt δ,
with the inequality holding in equality if St < KtS . After replacing “δ” by “dt”, above relation
becomes (31), which was to show.

I.3

Equilibrium valuation and pricing equations

We consider a Markov equilibrium with state variables At , z ∈ {L, H}, and qt in which the representative user solves the optimization in (I.27) and the representative speculator solves the optimization in (I.30). In this Markov equilibrium, the token markets for transaction and governance
tokens must clear. We conjecture and verify that in this Markov equilibrium, Vt and Gt scale with
At , in that Vt = vz (qt ) and Gt = gz (qt ). And, fees are a function of (q, z) only, i.e., ft = fz (qt ). We
omit time subscripts unless needed.
We assume that such a Markov equilibrium exists and is well-behaved: In particular, we assume
that, within the Markov equilibrium, the set of points on (0, 1) on which the functions gz (q) and
vz (q) are not differentiable with respect is countable. In what follows, we follow — with a slight
abuse of notation — the convention that if gz (q) (resp. vz (q)) is not differentiable with respect to
q, then gz′ (q) (resp. vz′ (q)) denotes the left-limit limx↑q gz′ (x) (resp. limx↑q vz′ (x)), if µz (q) < 0, and
the right-limit limx↑q gz′ (x) (resp. limx↑q vz′ (x)), if µz (q) ≥ 0. These left and right limits exist as
the set of points of non-differentiability is non-dense in (0, 1).
To begin with, we can use (29) to calculate

vz (q) =

1
r + fz (q)



1
1−γ

∧ kU .

Dividend payouts to governance token holders read


dDivt = dVt + ft Vt dt = vz (qt )dAt + At dvz (qt ) + At ft vz (qt )dt = At (αt + ft )vz (qt )dt + dvz (qt )
Next, note that
dvL (qt ) = vL′ (qt )µL (qt )dt + (vH (qH ) − vL (qt ))dJtH
′
dvH (qt ) = vH
(qt )µH (qt )dt + (vL (qL ) − vH (qt ))dJtL ,
33

If Gt = 0, we define KtS /Gt as +∞.
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where qz = qz (qt ) is defined in Lemma 3. As a result, we obtain (omitting time subscripts)
(

′ (q)µ (q)dt + v (q ) − v (q) dJ L
(fH (q) + αH )vH (q)dt + vH
if z = H
dDiv
H
L L
H
 H
=
′
A
(fL (q) + αL )vL (q)dt + vL (q)µL (q)dt + vH (qH ) − vL (q) dJ
if z = L.
Thus,
ES [dDiv]
=
Adt

(

′ (q)µ (q) + λ(1 − ϕ(q)) v (q ) − v (q)
(fH (q) + αH )vH (q) + vH
H
L L
H

(fL (q) + αL )vL (q) + vL′ (q)µL (q) + λϕ(q) vH (qH ) − vL (q)

if z = H
if z = L.
(I.32)
Using G = Agz (q) and dA = Aαz dt, we have dG = Adgz (q) + gz (q)dA and we can rewrite (31)
as

 
S dDiv
+ αz gz (q)dt + dgz (q) ,
rAgz (q)dt ≤ A E
A
where the inequality holds in equality for G = S < K S = Ak S . Thus,


S dDiv
+ dgz (q) .
(r − αz )gz (q)dt ≤ E
A
Next, note that
dgL (q) = gL′ (q)µL (q)dt + (gH (qH ) − gL (q))dJ H ,
′
dgH (q) = gH
(q)µH (q)dt + (gL (qL ) − gH (q))dJ L ,

where qz = qz (q) is defined in Lemma 3. As a result, we obtain
(
′ (q)µ (q) + λ(1 − ϕ(q))(g (q ) − g (q)),
gH
ES [dDiv]
H
L L
H
(r − αz )gz (q) ≤
+
′
Adt
gL (q)µL (q) + λϕ(q)(gH (qH ) − gL (q)),

if z = H
if z = L,

(I.33)

S

[dDiv]
is characterized above in (I.32). In state z = L, H, the inequality holds as equality
where E Adt
S
if gz (q) < k .

Finally, we recall the time-0 optimization (32), which is
F0 := max G0 + V0
(ft )t≥0

s.t.

Gt ∈ [0, KtS ]

and Vt ∈ [0, KtU ].

That is, the platform dynamically maximizes joint value of governance and transaction tokens. By
the dynamic programming principle, at any point in time t ≥ 0, the choice of the fee ft maximizes
Gt + Vt or, equivalently, gz (qt ) + vz (qt ). Thus, optimal fees are a function of (q, z) only as gz (q) and
vz (q) depend on (q, z) only.

I.4

Optimal Fees in State H

Optimal Fees. We start by analyzing state z = H to determine the optimal fees fH (q) that
maximize gH (q) + vH (q), whilst gH (q) ∈ [0, k S ] and vH (q) ∈ [0, k U ] for z = H.
We first consider gH (q) = k S . Then, the fee fH (q), maximizing gH (q) + vH (q) = k S + vH (q),

 1
1−γ
maximizes vH (q) = r+f1H (q)
∧k U . Note that limfH (q)↓−r vH (q) = +∞∧ k U . Thus, the optimal
fee fH (q) induces vH (q) = k U . And, gH (q) = k S implies vH (q) = k U .
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Second, we consider gH (q) < k S , so (I.33) holds as equality. We evaluate (I.33) for z = H and
under the optimal fee schedule fH (q) and add on both sides rvH (q) to obtain
(r − αH + λ(1 − ϕ(q))(gH (q) + vH (q))
= (r + fH (q))vH (q) +

′
(gH
(q)

+

(I.34)

′
vH
(q))µH (q)



+ λ(1 − ϕ(q)) vL (qL ) + gL (qL ) .

The optimal fee fH (q) is set to maximize gH (q) + vH (q) and thus according to (I.34)
h

i
′
′
fH (q) = arg max (r + fH )vH (q) + (gH
(q) + vH
(q))µH (q) + λ(1 − ϕ(q)) vL (qL ) + gL (qL ) ,
fH

subject to gH (q) ∈ [0, k S ] and vH (q) ∈ [0, k U ]. Thus, the optimal fee fH (q) maximizes

(r + fH (q))vH (q) =

1
r + fH (q)



γ
1−γ

∧ k U (r + fH (q)),

whilst gH (q) ∈ [0, k S ] and vH (q) ∈ [0, k U ].

 1
1−γ
Noting that vH (q) = r+f1H (q)
∧ k U , we see that controlling fH (q) is akin to controlling
 γ

1−γ
1
vH (q). The objective fH (q) 7→ r+fH (q)
decreases with fH (q), and tends to +∞, as fH (q) ↓
−r. Thus, ignoring bounds on gH (q) and vH (q), it would be optimal to set fH (q) ↓ −r. As
limfH (q)↓−r vH (q) = +∞ ∧ k U , there cannot be a solution in which vH (q) ∈ (0, k U ) and gH (q) ∈
(0, k S ), and it must hold that fH (q) > −r.
In essence, the platform optimally sets fees fH (q) to maximize vH (q), subject to vH (q) ≤ k U
and gH (q) ∈ [0, k S ]. The solution is therefore constrained by these bounds, vH (q) ≤ k U and
gH (q) ∈ [0, k S ]. As such, it must be gH (q) ∈ {0, k S } or vH (q) = k U . By assumption, gH (q) < k S ,
so we are left with gH (q) = 0 or vH (q) = k U . Thus, vH (q) < k U implies gH (q) = 0 or, equivalently,
gH (q) = 0 is a necessary condition for vH (q) < k U .
If vH (q) = k U , then we can solve (I.28) for
1
fH (q) = FH
(q) := (k U )γ−1 − r,
′ (q) = 0,
which is the maximum fee implementing vH (q) = k U . If vH (q) < k U , and gH (q) = 0 and gH
2
then fH (q) = FH (q), with


′ (q)µ (q)
vH
vL (qL (q)) + gL (qL (q))
H
2
FH (q) := λ(1 − ϕ(q)) − αH −
− λ(1 − ϕ(q))
.
vH (q)
vH (q)

Altogether, since vH (q) clearly decreases with fH (q), we have
1
2
fH (q) = max{FH
, FH
(q)}.
1.
Finally, recall that when gH (q) = k S , then vH (q) = k U and the fees are fH (q) = FH

Adoption under Optimal Fees. As a next step, we reinsert the fees fH (q) into (I.28) to obtain
equilibrium platform adoption. We consider that gH (q) and vH (q) are differentiable with respect
′ (q) = 0 (v ′ (q) = 0). First, consider
to q: In this case, gH (q) = k S (vH (q) = k U ) implies gH
H
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′ (q) = 0, and thus f (q) = F 2 (q). As such, we obtain
gH (q) = gH
H
H




vH (q) = 

1
r − αH −

′ (q)µ (q)
vH
H
vH (q)

− λ(1 − ϕ(q))



vL (qL (q))+gL (qL (q))
vH (q)

which we can rewrite as

vH (q) = 


−1


1
r−

ES [dV

where ES [dV ]/(V dt) = αH +
ϕ(q)).

]/(V dt) −

′ (q)µ (q)
vH
H
vH (q)

(ES [dJ L ]/dt)



gL (qL (q))
vH (q)

1
1−γ

∧ kU ,

(I.35)

1
1−γ



∧ kU ,

(I.36)

+ λ(1 − ϕ(q))(vL (qL )/vH (q) − 1) and ES [dJ L ]/dt) = λ(1 −

1
When vH (q) < k U , then gH (q) = 0. Next, consider that vH (q) = k U in which case fH (q) = FH
′ (q) = 0 (provided v (q) is differentiable). Then, we can use (I.33) to derive an ODE for
and vH
H
gH (q). Note that when gH (q) = k S and gH (q) is differentiable with respect to q, then simply
′ (q) = 0. Otherwise, (I.33) holds as equality and, equivalently, (I.34) applies. Then, we obtain
gH


1
′
+αH )k U +λ(1−ϕ(q))(vL (qL (q))−k U )+gH
(q)µH (q)+λ(1−ϕ(q)) gL (qL (q))−gH (q) ,
(r−αH )gH (q) = (FH
(I.37)
′ (q) = 0.
provided vH (q) = k U and vH (q) is differentiable with respect to q in which case vH

I.5

Optimal Fees in State L

Optimal Fees. Next, we consider state L. The determination of the fees fL (q) is analogous to the
determination of fees in state H. The fee fL (q) in state (q, L) dynamically maximizes gL (q) + vL (q),
whilst respecting gL (q) ∈ [0, k S ] and vL (q) ∈ [0, k U ].
We first consider gL (q) = k S . Then, the fee fL (q), maximizing gL (q) + vL (q) = k S + vL (q),

 1
1−γ
maximizes vL (q) = r+f1L (q)
∧ k U . Note that limfL (q)↓−r vL (q) = +∞ ∧ k U . Thus, the optimal
fee fL (q) induces vL (q) = k U . And, gL (q) = k S implies vL (q) = k U .
Second, consider gL (q) < k S , so (I.33) holds as equality for z = L. The fee fL (q) in state (q, L)
dynamically maximizes gL (q) + vL (q), whilst respecting gL (q) ∈ [0, k S ] and vL (q) ∈ [0, k U ]. We use
(I.33) for z = L to calculate under the optimal transaction fees fL (q):
(r − αL + λϕ(q))(gL (q) + vL (q))
h

i
= (r + fL (q))vL (q) + (gL′ (q) + vL′ (q))µL (q) + λϕ(q) vH (qH ) + gH (qH )

(I.38)

Equation (I.38) reveals that the optimal fee fL (q) maximizes

(r + fL (q))vL (q) =

1
r + fL (q)



γ
1−γ

∧ k U (r + fL (q)),

whilst gL (q) ∈ [0, k S ] and vL (q) ∈ [0, k U ].

 γ
1−γ
decreases with fL (q), and tends to +∞, as fL (q) ↓ −r.
The objective fL (q) 7→ r+f1L (q)
Ignoring the constraints on gL (q) and vL (q), the optimal fee fL (q) would satisfy fL (q) ↓ −r. As
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such, the optimal fee fL (q) maximizes vL (q) =



1
r+fL (q)



1
1−γ

∧ k U whilst gL (q) ∈ [0, k S ]. As

limfL (q)↓−r vL (q) = +∞ ∧ k U , the solution is therefore constrained by the bounds. As such, it must
be gL (q) ∈ {0, k S } or vL (q) = k U . By assumption gL (q) < k S , which leaves us with gL (q) = 0 or
vL (q) = k U . Thus, vL (q) < k U necessarily implies gL (q) = 0.
If vL (q) = k U , then we can solve (I.28) for
fL (q) = FL1 := (k U )γ−1 − r,
which is the highest fee implementing vL (q) = k U . If, on the other hand, gL (q) = 0 and gL′ (q) = 0,
then fL (q) = FL2 (q), with


vL′ (q)µL (q)
vH (qH ) + gH (qH )
2
− λϕ(q)
FL (q) := λϕ(q) − αL −
vL (q)
vL (q)
Altogether, we have
fH (q) = max{FL1 , FL2 (q)}.
Finally, recall that when gL (q) = k S , then vL (q) = k U and the fee reads fH (q) = FL1 .
Adoption under Optimal Fees. As a last step, we reinsert the fees fL (q) into (I.28) to obtain
equilibrium platform adoption. We consider that gL (q) and vL (q) are differentiable with respect to
q: In this case, gL (q) = k S (vL (q) = k U ) implies gL′ (q) = 0 (vL′ (q) = 0).
First, consider gL (q) = gL′ (q) = 0, and thus fL (q) = FL2 (q). As such, we obtain

vL (q) = 


1
r − αL −

′ (q)µ (q)
vL
L
vL (q)

− λϕ(q)



vH (qH )+gH (qH )
vL (q)


−1

which we can rewrite as

vL (q) = 


1
r−

where ES [dV ]/(V dt) = αL +

ES [dV

]/(V dt) −

′ (q)µ (q)
vL
L
vL (q)

(ES [dJ H ]/dt)



1
1−γ

gH (qH )
vL (q)



∧ kU ,

(I.39)

1
1−γ

∧ kU ,

(I.40)

+ λϕ(q)(vH (qH )/vL (q) − 1) and ES [dJ H ]/dt = λϕ(q).

When vL (q) < k U , gL (q) = 0. Next, consider that vL (q) = k U in which case fL (q) = FL1
and vL′ (q) = 0 (provided differentiability). Then, we can use (I.33) to derive an ODE for gL (q).
Note that when gL (q) = k S and gL (q) is differentiable with respect to q, then simply gL′ (q) = 0.
Otherwise, (I.33) holds as equality and, equivalently, (I.38) applies. Then, we obtain

(r − αL )gL (q) = (FL1 + αL )k U + λϕ(q)(vH (qH ) − k U ) + gL′ (q)µL (q) + λϕ(q) gH (qH ) − gL (q) , (I.41)
when vL (q) = k U and vL (q) is differentiable in which case vL′ (q) = 0.

I.6

Solving the equilibrium

We show that the numerical solution for the equilibrium under a dual token structure is characterized by a system of four coupled and delayed first order ODEs. To do so, we consider that gz (q) and
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vz (q) are differentiable with respect to q: In this case, gz (q) = k S (vz (q) = k U ) implies gz′ (q) = 0
(vz′ (q) = 0).
First, provided vH (q) < k U , we can invert (I.35) to solve for



vL (qL ) + gL (qL )
′
vH
(q)µH (q) = vH (q) r − αH − vH (q)γ−1 − λ(1 − ϕ(q))
−1
.
vH (q)
′ (q) = 0. Thus,
In case, vH (q) = k U , we have vH




v (q) r − α − v (q)γ−1 − λ(1 − ϕ(q)) vL (qL )+gL (qL ) − 1
H
H
H
′
vH (q)
vH
(q)µH (q) =

0

if vH (q) < k U
if vH (q) = k U .
(I.42)

Likewise, when vL (q) < k U , we can solve (I.39) for



vH (qH ) + gH (qH )
′
γ−1
vL (q)µL (q) = vL (q) r − αL − vL (q)
− λϕ(q)
−1
.
vL (q)
When vL (q) = k U , then vL′ (q) = 0. Thus, altogether,




v (q) r − α − v (q)γ−1 − λϕ(q) vH (qH )+gH (qH ) − 1
L
L
L
vL (q)
vL′ (q)µL (q) =

0

if vL (q) < k U
if vL (q) = k U .
(I.43)

Next, we derive an ODE for the governance token value gz (q) for z = L, H.
When gz (q) ∈ {0, k S }, then gz′ (q) = 0. Otherwise, we can invert (I.37) to solve for


′
1
U
U
gH (q)µH (q) = GH (q) ≡ (r−αH )gH (q)−(FH +αH )k −λ(1−ϕ(q))(vL (qL )−k +gL (qL )−gH (q)) .
Thus,
(
GH (q)
′
gH
(q)µH (q) =
0

if gH (q) ∈ (0, k S )
if gH (q) ∈ {0, k S }.

(I.44)

Likewise, we can use (I.41) to obtain


′
1
U
U
gL (q)µL (q) = GL (q) ≡ (r − αL )gL (q) − (FL + αL )k − λϕ(q)(vH (qH ) + gH (qH ) − k − gL (q)) .
(
GL (q)
gL′ (q)µL (q) =
0

if gL (q) ∈ (0, k S )
if gL (q) ∈ {0, k S }.

(I.45)

Thus, the equilibrium and the functions vz (q) and gz (q) are characterized by the coupled system
of four first order ODEs in (I.42), (I.43), (I.44), and (I.45) on (0, 1). It remains to determine the
boundary behavior as q → 0 and q → 1. When q ∈ {0, 1}, then µz (q) = 0 and qz (q) = q.
Boundary behavior. We start with the lower boundary, q = 0. Note that when q ∈ {0, 1},
then µz (q) = 0 and qz (q) = q and the relations (I.42), (I.43), (I.44), and (I.45) determine the
equilibrium, with the left-hand-side being zero. For any state z = L, H and q ∈ {0, 1}, we can solve
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(I.42), (I.43), (I.44), and (I.45) to obtain vz∗ (q) = vz (q) and gz∗ (q) = gz (q). We assume that such a
solution exists and is unique.
Having obtained vz∗ (q) = vz (q) and gz∗ (q) = gz (q) vz∗ (q) = vz (q) and gz∗ (q) = gz (q), the following
boundary conditions apply:
∗
lim gH (q) = gH
(1)

and

lim gL (q) = gL∗ (0)

and

q→1

∗
lim vH (q) = vH
(1)

(I.46)

lim vL (q) = vL∗ (0).

(I.47)

q→1

as well as
q→0

q→0

Taking stock, to solve for the equilibrium, one has to solve the system a system of four first order
ODEs — characterized by (I.42), (I.43), (I.44), and (I.45) — on (0, 1) subject to four boundary
conditions (I.46) and (I.47) as well as the dynamics of q in Lemma 3.
Given the four boundary conditions in (I.46) and (I.47), the Picard-Lindeloef theorem ensures
under mild conditions the existence of a unique solution ((gz (q), vz (q)) for z = L, H to the ODE
system — characterized by (I.42), (I.43), (I.44), and (I.45). A formal existence and uniqueness proof
is beyond the scope of the paper and we simply assume that such a unique solution and equilibrium
exists. We numerically verify that this is indeed the case under our baseline parameters as well as
all other parameter configurations considered throughout the analysis.

I.7

Proof of Corollary 3

Take αH = αL , so pH (q) = pL (q) and vL (q) = vH (q) under the baseline token-based structure, with
vL′ (q) = p′L (q) = 0. It is clear that, under the token-based structure, sz (q) = 0 and pz (q) = vz (q),
with

 1
1−γ
1
vz (q) =
∧ kU .
(I.48)
r − αL
Next, consider the dual token structure. It is clear that vL (q) = vH (q) and gL (q) = gH (q), with
gL′ (q) = vL′ (q) = 0. First, suppose that vz (q) < k U . Then, Proposition 5 implies gz (q) = 0, and
 1

1−γ
1
(I.40) implies vz (q) = r−α
∧ k U due to ES [dV ]/(V dt) = αL . Altogether, adoption under the
L
dual token structure is therefore characterized in (I.48), which was to show.

I.8

Dual Token Structure and Reserves

In this Section, we show how to value governnace tokens when the platform maintains (part of)
the seigniorage revenue as reserves. We denote the dollar value of reserves by Mt which evolves
according to
d t,
dMt = rMt dt − dDiv
(I.49)
d t is the payout from the reserves to the governance token holders; this payout can be
where dDiv
negative. The reserves accrue interest at the risk-free rate r and must remain positive, i.e., Mt ≥ 0.
Imposing the transversality condition lims→∞ e−r(s−t) ESt [Ms ] = 0, we can integrate over time to
obtain

Z ∞
S
−r(s−t) d
Mt = Et
e
dDiv s .
t

d t = 0 at all times
The baseline dual token structure without reserves is achieved by choosing dDiv
t ≥ 0, so Mt = 0.
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Governance token holders receive both the dividend dDivt from (30) and the payout from the
d t . Governance token value under this specification, denoted Ĝt , satisfies analogously
reserve dDiv
to (31)
d t + dĜt ],
rĜt dt ≤ ESt [dDivt + dDiv
(I.50)
where the inequality holds as equality if Ĝt < KtS . Integrating over time, we obtain


Z ∞
Z ∞
S
−r(s−t)
S
−r(s−t) d
Ĝt = Et
e
dDivs + Et
e
dDiv s ∧ KtS ,
t
t
|
{z
} |
{z
}
≡Gt

=Mt

where we call Gt = Ĝt −Mt the “net governance token value.” Limited liability requires now Gt ≥ 0,
as otherwise governance token holders would be better shutting down the platform and paying a
dividend of Mt dollars to themselves. The constraint is analogously to the baseline.
Consider Ĝt < KtS . Then, we have Ĝt = Gt + Mt and (I.50) holds as equality, so dĜt =
dGt + dMt . Thus, (I.50) reduces to
rGt dt = ESt [dDivt + dGt ],
which is (31) holding as equality. Thus, the asset pricing equation (I.50) becomes independent of
d t and Mt .
dDiv
Under these circumstances, the platform could always increase (decrease) the level of reserves
d t = −∆ (dDiv
d t = ∆), which leaves
by a marginal unit, dMt = ∆ (dMt = −∆), by stipulating dDiv
d t + dĜt unchanged but
the total change in payoff of governance token holders, i.e., dDivt + dDiv
raises governance token token value by ∆. In other words, provided Ĝt < KtS , Mt is a control
variable that does not affect the optimal levels of fees ft , adoption Vt , or “net governance token
value” Gt .
One possible choice of Mt is Mt = max{KtS − Gt , 0} = At max{k S − gz (qt ), 0}, where gz (qt ) is
the governance token value under the baseline dual token structure without reserves (i.e., Mt = 0).
Under this choice of Mt , the governance token value is always at scaled level k S , whilst the optimization and results remain unchanged relative to the baseline dual token structure and, notably,
lead to the same equilibrium levels of gz (q) (net governance token value), fz (q) (fees), and vz (q)
(adoption).

J

Fiat-Based Platform

To model the fiat-based platform in our framework, we assume that users derive a utility from
transacting on the platform and holding Vt dollars for platform transactions and that users are
charged a dollar fee ft that is proportional to their transaction level Vt . As a consequence, given
ft , the representative user solves the same optimization as under the dual token structure, that is,
(I.27). The solution to this problem reads

Vt = At

1
r + ft



1
1−γ

∧ KtU ,

(J.51)

The platform’s equity value Et held by speculators is the expected discounted stream of fee revenues
ft Vt dt which are paid out as dividends. For speculators to be willing to hold the platform’s equity,
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it must be that the returns of doing so exceed the required rate of return, in that
ESt [Vt ft dt + dEt ] ≥ rEt dt,

(J.52)

where the inequality is strict for Et < KtS .
The optimal transaction fee maximizes equity value and thus transaction fee revenues:
" 
 1 #
1−γ
1
.
fF iat = arg max ϕ
f
r+f
Solving this maximization problem yields closed-form expressions for the optimal transaction fee
and transaction volume:
γ  1
(1 − γ)r
1−γ
fF iat =
.
(J.53)
and vF iat =
γ
r
Note that the optimal transaction fee does not depend on the state (q, z), so — by (J.57) —
transaction volume or platform usage vE does not depend on (q, z) either. This also implies that
under a fiat-based structure, users are not exposed to any platform-specific risk or upside which is
entirely absorbed by speculators as the platform’s equity holders. Unlike in a token-based structure,
users do not benefit from speculator optimism and platform growth, which curbs adoption.
We now provide the detailed solution under a fiat-based platform structure.

J.1

User problem

As in the baseline, cohort t of the representative user lives from t to t + δ and derives utility from
consumption only at time t + δ. The user can hold her endowment of KtU dollar as fiat money
on the platform, in which case she derives convenience yield but does not earn interest, or in the
risk-free asset with interest rate r. The user’s dollar holdings on the platform over [t, t + δ] equal
Vt ; at time t + δ, she can consume Vt . The user also incurs dollar fees from holding transaction
tokens, Vt ft δ.
The user’s consumption at time t + δ reads
U
U
cU
t+δ (Vt ) = Vt − Vt ft δ + (Kt − Vt )(1 + rδ) = Vt (1 − rδ − ft δ) + Kt (1 + rδ).

Next, cohort t’s lifetime utility is defined in (1), that is,
Vtγ At1−γ
γ

uU
t (Vt ) = ct+δ (Vt ) +

!
δ.

Thus, the optimization in (2) becomes
"
max

Vt ∈[0,KtU ]

U
EU
t [ut (Vt )]

=

KtU (1

+ δ) +

max

Vt ∈[0,KtU ]

Vt (1 − rδ − ft δ) +

yielding the solution

Vt = At

1
r + ft
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1
1−γ

∧ kU ,

Vtγ At1−γ
γ

! #
δ ,

which is (29). Notice that by (29), we have

vt = vz (qt ) =

1
r + ft



1
1−γ

∧ kU ,

where we will show that ft = fz (qt ) is a function of (q, z).

J.2

Speculator problem

As in the baseline, cohort t of the representative speculator lives from t to t + δ and derives utility
from consumption only at time t + δ. The speculator can invest her endowment of KtS dollars
either in equity or the risk-free asset with interest rate r. The speculator’s equity holdings in
dollars equal St and the nominal token holdings read Ŝt (i.e., the speculator holds Ŝt units of
equity), so St = Et Ŝt . The speculator buys equity at time t for price Et and sells it at time t + δ
for price Et+δ . We write dEt ≡ Et+δ − Et . In addition, the speculator receives a dividend equal to
transaction fee revenues ft Vt δ per unit of governance tokens, i.e., the dividend reads Ŝt ft Vt δ.
The consumption at time t + δ is therefore
cSt+δ (Ŝt ) = Ŝt (Et+δ + ft Vt ) + (KtS − Ŝt Et )(1 + rδ) = Ŝt (dEt + ft Vt δ − rδ) + KtS (1 + rδ). (J.54)
The speculator chooses Ŝt to maximize
max ESt [cSt+δ (Ŝt )]

s.t.

Ŝt ≥0

Ŝt Et ∈ [0, KtS ].

(J.55)

The constraint Ŝt Et ≤ KtS means that the speculator cannot invest more than her endowment, and
the constraint Ŝt Et ≥ 0 reflects that the speculator cannot hold claims on the platform that have
(strictly) negative value. And, the speculator cannot short sell tokens (Ŝt ≥ 0).
The solution to (J.55) is34


0
Ŝt = S̃ ∈ [0, 1]

 S
Kt /Et

if ESt [ft Vt δ + dEt ] < rEt δ
if ESt [ft Vt δ + dEt ] = rEt δ
if ESt [ft Vt δ + dEt ] > rEt δ.

(J.56)

For the equity market to clear, it must be that Ŝt = 1, so by (J.56):
ESt [ft Vt δ + dEt ] ≥ rEt δ
with the inequality holding in equality if St = KtS . After replacing “δ” by “dt”, above relation
becomes (J.52), which was to show.

J.3

Optimal Fees

Platform usage under a fiat-based structure equals Vt = At vz (qt ) with

vz (qt ) =
34

1
r + ft



If Et = 0, we define KtS /Et as +∞.
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1
1−γ

∧ kU ,

(J.57)

The optimal transaction fee maximizes equity value and fee revenues, ft vz (qt )dt, so
" 
#
 1
1−γ
1
fF iat = arg max f
∧ f kU .
f
r+f
We now solve this optimization and distinguish two cases.
First, when vz (q) = k U , then it is optimal to set the fee as large as possible and consistent with
vz (q) = k U , so f = 1(k U )γ−1 − r. Second, when vz (q) < k U , the f = fF iat must solve the first order
condition

 1

 1 −1 


1−γ
1−γ
1
1
1
1
−f
= 0,
r+f
r+f
1−γ
(r + f )2
which we can solve for fF iat =

(1−γ)r
.
γ

Altogether,


fF iat = max

(1 − γ)r
, (k U )γ−1 − r
γ


(J.58)

The optimal fee does not depend on the state (q, z).
Next, can insert the optimal fee ft = fF iat from (J.58) into (J.57) to calculate scaled adoption/transaction volume
γ  1
1−γ
∧ kU ,
vF iat =
r
which also does not depend on the state (q, z).

J.4

Solving for equity value

The equity value Et take the form Et = At ez (qt ), where scaled equity value ez (qt ) depends on (q, z)
only. As such,
dEt = dAt ez (qt ) + At dez (qt )
and
deL (qt ) = e′L (qt )µL (qt )dt + (eH (qH (qt )) − eL (qt ))dJtH
deH (qt ) = e′H (qt )µH (qt )dt + (eL (qL (qt )) − eH (qt ))dJtL .
Inserting these relations into (J.52), we obtain
(
e′ (q)µH (q) + λ(1 − ϕ(q))(eL (qL (q)) − eH (q)),
(r − αz )ez (q) ≤ vF iat fF iat + H
e′L (q)µL (q) + λϕ(q)(eH (qH (q)) − eL (q)),

if z = H
if z = L,

(J.59)

where the inequality holds as equality in state z = L, H if ez (q) < k S . When ez (q) = k S , then
e′z (q) = 0.
At the boundaries of the state space, i.e., when q = 0 or q = 1, we have µz (q) = 0 and
qz (q) = q. Then, we can insert µz (q) and qz (q) into (J.59), and we can solve (J.59) for ez (q) = e∗z (q)
for z = L, H and q ∈ {0, 1}. Next, we can solve the system of ODEs in (J.59) subject to the
boundary conditions
lim eL (q) = e∗L (0) and lim eH (q) = e∗H (1).
(J.60)
q→0

q→1
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Figure J.1: Adoption under a token-based and fiat-based structure. The parameters are r = 0.05,
λ = 1, γ = 0.1, ϕB = ϕL = 0.2, and ϕH = 0.8. For the simulation, we assume a true value of ϕ of
0.5, so ϕG − ϕ = ϕ − ϕB = 0.3.

J.5

Analysis

Last, Figure J.1 compares adoption levels under the baseline token-based structure (Panel A) and
the dual token structure (Panel B) to the adoption level under a fiat-based structure. Figure J.1
uses our baseline parameters.
As Figure J.1 illustrates, both the baseline token-based structure and the dual token structure
achieve significantly higher adoption levels than a fiat-based structure in both states z = L, H
and for all q. The intuition is that under any type of token-based structure, the platform collects
seigniorage, i.e., the payoff from minting tokens, which allows the platform to be profitable without
charging users a transaction fee. Under a fiat-based structure, however, the platform charges users
a (relatively high) transaction fee which curbs adoption. In short, tokenization has the potential
to stimulate platform adoption.
However, we also acknowledge that while our analysis points out the potential benefits of tokenization on adoption, a fiat-based platform may perform better than a token based platform
in other metrics than adoption. Likewise, there can be circumstances under which a fiat-based
platform dominates a token-based one, which is, e.g., analyzed in Sockin and Xiong (2022).
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